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Guam Spatial Data Infrastructure

I. Introduction

Geographic information, which is information about places on Earth’s surface, is a critical
component of the decision-making process at the local, regional, and global scale. Decision-
makers in a wide range of areas, such as disaster recovery, public health, natural resource
management, business development, land use planning, utilities management, and many other
fields are benefiting from geographic data. The use of digital, geographically-referenced data has
expanded rapidly in recent years, fueled by advances in personal computers and spatial
technologies, improved accessibility to these technologies, and the growing awareness of the
benefits these data can provide when applied to existing and emerging challenges. Spatial Data
Infrastructure, or SDI, allows the discovery, access, and use of this important information in an
efficient, economical manner.

What is “Spatial Data Infrastructure”?

Spatial Data Infrastructure is “the relevant base collection of technologies, policies, and
institutional arrangements that facilitate the availability of and access to spatial data (SDI
Cookbook 2.0).” Spatial Data Infrastructure, as the word “infrastructure” implies, can be
considered roughly analogous to a road or telecommunications network – it is essentially a
reliable, supporting environment that facilitates access to geographically-related information
(instead of, say, automobiles) using a minimum set of standard practices, protocols, and
specifications (SDI Cookbook 2.0). The development of a Spatial Data Infrastructures at local,
regional, national, and international scales is often initiated and driven by governmental bodies,
with participation from the private sector. However, SDI provides a basis for spatial data
discovery, evaluation, and application for users and providers in all levels of government, the
private sector, non-profit organizations, academia, and by citizens in general.

More than a single data set or database, an SDI hosts geographic data and attributes, sufficient
documentation (metadata), a means to discover, visualize, and evaluate the data (catalogs and
Web mapping), and some method to provide access to the geographic data. Organizational
agreements needed to coordinate and administer an SDI on a local, regional, national, or trans-
national scale are also required to make an SDI fully functional. Beyond these core aspects of an
SDI are data collection activities and the services or software (e.g., ArcGIS, MapInfo, etc.) that
support applications of the data. While services, software, and data collection activities are not
generally considered within the scope of core SDI concepts, the infrastructure can influence both
data collection and applications construction through minimal appropriate standards and policies,
providing the ideal environment to connect applications to data (SDI Cookbook 2.0).

Information is an expensive resource, and the lack of appropriate information can, of course,
hinder the decision-making process or derail the process altogether. Even in regions with
relatively abundant spatial information and access to spatial technologies such as Geographic
Information Systems (GIS), databases, decision support tools, and the World Wide Web,
enduring social habits continue to prohibit users from finding and using critical geographic
information. Without this critical information, proposed projects may be abandoned or
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unnecessary and expensive efforts to recapture existing geographic information may occur.
Many agencies also miss the opportunity to reuse incidental digital geographic information for
other purposes. These scenarios can be avoided or at least minimized by an effective SDI, which
emphasizes “harmonizing standards for spatial data capture and exchange, the coordination of
data collection and maintenance activities, and the use of common data sets by different agencies
(SDI Cookbook 2.0).” The use of common conventions and technical agreements makes sound
economic sense by limiting the cost involved in the integration of information from various
sources. Their use also eliminates the need for parallel and costly development of tools for
discovering, exchanging, and exploiting spatial data. By improving access to available spatial
data, promoting its reuse, and ensuring that additional investment in spatial information collection
and management, spatial data infrastructure facilitates the development of a constantly-growing,
readily available and useable pool of spatial information (SDI Cookbook 2.0).

What is the Guam SDI?

To borrow from the general SDI definition provided above, the Guam Spatial Data Infrastructure,
or the Guam SDI, is the collection of technologies, policies, and institutional arrangements that
facilitate the availability of and access to spatial data for Guam. There is a clear need to be able
to access, integrate, and use spatial data from disparate sources in guiding decision making on
Guam. It is imperative that a framework be developed to ensure that scare resources are used as
efficiently and effectively as possible across Government of Guam agencies with regard to spatial
data access, integration, and use.

While the primary intent of the Guam SDI is to facilitate the availability of and access to spatial
data across Government of Guam agencies and other users on Guam, it was also important to
consider integration with the U.S. National Spatial Data Infrastructure (NSDI) and, to the extent
possible, Global Spatial Data Infrastructure (GSDI) to promote data sharing at the national,
regional, and global scale.

The Guam SDI Document

This document outlines the components (existing and proposed) of the Guam Spatial Data
Infrastructure and includes a description of the geospatial user community on Guam, framework
data sets, geospatial data standards, and geospatial data storage, access, and delivery methods.
The Guam SDI document is a dynamic document that will need updated to accommodate new
technologies and improved procedures as they become available or apparent.

Because the use of digital spatial data and spatial technologies is still relatively new among many
Government of Guam agencies, this document expands upon the core spatial data infrastructure
components and also includes guidelines to help new users to best create and manage geospatial
data as well as how to best take advantage of geospatial technologies such as GIS and the Global
Position System (GPS). These guidelines are also designed to provide a common set of
procedures which, if followed, would further increase efficiency, reduce duplication, and improve
the quality of the data produced by the Government of Guam.

The SDI Implementation Manual (i.e., SDI Cookbook v.2.0), which was produced by the Global
Spatial Data Infrastructure Technical Working Group in 2004, provided the main guidance for the
development of the Guam SDI document. Additional guidance was obtained through materials
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produced by the Federal Geographic Data Committee (FGDC) regarding the National Spatial
Data Infrastructure Framework and the American Samoa GIS User Group regarding their local
spatial data infrastructure plan. The SDI Cookbook provided background information and a
general framework for implementing and evaluating an SDI and also helped to clarify definitions
and provided examples of current efforts to build SDI implementations that are compatible at
many scales. The SDI Cookbook also facilitates participation within a growing (digital)
geographic information community known as the Global Spatial Data Infrastructure (GSDI).

The Guam SDI document includes the following sections, each describing a component (or group
of components) of the Guam Spatial Data Infrastructure:

II. Guam Geospatial User Community – This section describes the Guam GIS User Group
and the larger geospatial user community on Guam, including a discussion of group activities
and communication methods. Past, present, and proposed geospatial training and outreach
activities, such as weekly GIS training sessions, multi-day GIS and remote sensing courses,
and “GIS Basics” seminars are also discussed in this section.

III. Geospatial Data Storage, Access, and Delivery – Current and proposed data storage,
access, and delivery methods are described in this section. Storage of spatial data from the
scale of personal computers and individual agencies to a government-wide storage solution,
the establishment of a locally-based online metadata catalogue which would provide access to
all or most spatial data sets available for Guam, the linkage of this locally based metadata
server with a larger nationwide network of metadata collections, and a Government of Guam
Web-based mapping service are some of the topics addressed in this section.

IV. Framework Data – The base, common-use geospatial information for Guam onto which
other thematic information can be portrayed, known as “Framework” data sets, are described
in this section. Detailed descriptions of these data sets, which include cadastral, geodetic
control, geographic feature name, orthoimagery, elevation, transportation, hydrography, and
governmental unit data, are discussed. Also discussed are the procedures, technology, and
guidelines that apply specifically to these critical data sets with regard to their development,
maintenance, integration, sharing, and use.

V. Standards – A proposed set of geospatial data standards that would apply to all spatial
data sets distributed by the Government of Guam is discussed in this section. These standards,
including spatial reference, map index, metadata, logical consistency/topological integrity, and
accuracy standards, if adopted, would ensure that spatial data sets distributed by the
Government of Guam would be of acceptable quality, that information about data quality,
characterisitcs, and accessibility are provided with the data sets, that a common spatial
reference system is used, and that an official map index is used when producing a map series.

VI. Guidelines – Several guidelines for proper spatial data organization, file naming, data
collection, georectification of raster and vector data, and other tasks are provided in this
section. It is not required that these guidelines discussed in this section be followed, but
adherence to these guidelines should further reduce duplication, increase efficiency, and
improve the quality of the data produced by the Government of Guam.
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To whom to the spatial data standards and guidelines apply?

All Government of Guam agencies and Government of Guam contractors are (or will be) required
to adhere to the standards presented in this document, including the spatial reference, metadata,
map index, logical consistency/topology, and accuracy standards. The guidelines presented in
this document, on the other hand, are protocols recommended for carrying out particular
procedures; adherence to these guidelines is strongly encouraged, but not required. While these
standards and guidelines specifically target Government of Guam agencies and government
contractors, the private sector may wish to adopt them as a means to further improve data quality
and data sharing.

Other components of the Guam SDI, such as data access and delivery, are systems and
procedures that either currently are in place or will be in place in the near future. Any
Government of Guam agencies, federal agencies, government contractors, and others in the
private sector and the citizenry would be utilizing these systems and procedures as a means to
discover, access, and distribute data produced and/or stored within a central data repository or at
designated Government of Guam agencies.

After thorough review by all relevant Government of Guam agencies, the systems, standards, and
guidelines addressed in this document will be officially enabled through a Memorandum of
Understanding signed by all relevant parties. All Government of Guam agencies utilizing
geospatial data now or that plan to in the future will be encouraged to sign the Memorandum of
Understanding.

Who developed the Guam SDI?

The Guam SDI document was developed by the Guam GIS User Group, facilitated by David
Burdick, the 2004-2007 NOAA Pacific Islands Assistant for Guam and Victor Torres, the GIS
Manager for the Bureau of Statistics and Plans. In many instances, specific organizations or
programs, particularly by government at various scales, are created for developing or overseeing
the development of SDI (SDI Cookbook 2.0). Such a formal organization or plan does not exist
on Guam, but the Guam GIS User Group, an active body of spatial technology users mainly from
the local government on Guam, with support from the Bureau of Statistics and Plans and the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s (NOAA) Coastal Services Center (CSC) and
Pacific Services Center (PSC), has been serving as an unofficial coordinating body for the
expanding use of spatial data on Guam in recent years. Members of the Guam GIS User Group
made contributions to content of the Guam SDI document as well as reviewed the document prior
to its release to signatories of the Memorandum of Understanding. Please see the section, “Guam
Geospatial User Community,” for more information about the Guam GIS User Group.

Future considerations

While the spatial data standards presented in this initial Guam SDI document apply generally to
all spatial data, standards developed for specific types of geographic data (road centerline,
buildings, water, power, etc.), are not presented. It would be beneficial, if not necessary, to
establish standards that apply to the most or all of the framework data sets. Such standards
would pertain to data collection, data accuracy, required attributes, database structure and other
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considerations. The FGDC provides detailed standards for several categories of spatial data, with
standards for other categories currently in development. The standards developed by the FGDC
could be modified, if necessary, and adopted for use within the Government of Guam. Also, most
of the vector data sets presented in this document (e.g., in the data inventory) utilize ESRI’s
Shapefile format. A move towards the Geodatabase format, which allows a far more broad range
of capabilities, should be encouraged and even adopted as the standard data storage format. In
the near future, it would also be beneficial to formally designate responsibility for data layer
updates, particularly for framework data sets.
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II. Guam Geospatial User Community

An active, organized, and diverse geospatial user community is an important component of any
spatial data infrastructure. A geospatial user community is comprised of all of those who create,
manage, distribute, and utilize geospatial data. A formal GIS User group usually consists of a
core group of GIS users and managers from within the larger geospatial user community who
meet on a regular basis to facilitate inter-organization coordination, promote data sharing, and
discuss ongoing and completed projects.

The Guam GIS User Group

The Guam GIS User Group, which was first convened in 2002, is comprised of representatives
from a wide range of local and federal agencies, as well as some representatives from the private
sector and academia. The Guam GIS User Group meets on a quarterly basis to discuss and
exchange new products, spatial data sets, and applications available to the GIS user community
on Guam. The GIS User Group meetings are usually organized by Victor Torres, the GIS
Manager of the Bureau of Statistics and Plans (BSP) Land Use Planning Section, and held at the
Governor Ricardo J. Bordallo Complex in Hagatna.

Group Communication

In addition to the quarterly meetings, communication between members of the Guam GIS Users
Group is also conducted informally by email and phone. As the Guam GIS User Group grows
and the need for more regular and efficient communication arises, it may be necessary to establish
a list-server, possibly in combination with a Guam GIS User Group website. Work is currently
underway to update the Bureau of Statistics and Plans website, including the addition of a portion
of the website designated specifically for the BSP Land-Use Planning section’s activities. A
Guam GIS User Group website would contain information about upcoming events and new
geospatial products, as well as general information about GIS and other spatial technologies and
available data sets. Rotating the location of the GIS User Group meetings may also contribute to
more active participation and more effective communication among various agencies.

Geospatial technology training and outreach

While geospatial technologies, such as GIS and GPS are becoming increasingly accessible,
training is highly recommended to most effectively and efficiently utilize these technologies and
to become familiar with important concepts and terminology. For example, training is usually
required to properly view, query, edit, and analyze spatial data using GIS software. More
advanced applications would require additional training. Training is also recommended for the
proper use of Global Positioning System (GPS) receivers and software to properly collect,
transfer, and convert GPS data for use in a GIS. Training can occur in several forms, including
one-on-one mentoring, self-paced tutorials and online courses, instructor-led workshops and
multi-day courses, and courses and even programs at universities and colleges that focus on
geospatial technologies.
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On Guam, a range of spatial technology training has been provided in recent years, with most of
the training opportunities provided since 2002. The NOAA Pacific Islands GIS Program, which
was initiated in 2001, provided hardware, software, and training to the coastal resource
management community on Guam. Multi-day courses instructed by geospatial technology
professionals from the NOAA Coastal Services Center and the Pacific Services Center, including
Introduction to ArcGIS, Coastal Applications of GIS, Introduction to Metadata, Remote Sensing
for Spatial Analysts, and others have been provided on occasion.

The NOAA Pacific Islands Assistantship Program, a component of the Pacific Islands GIS
Program, also contributed to spatial technology capacity on Guam by providing Guam with an
individual who worked on various spatial data-related projects, created and improved spatial data
for Guam, and provided spatial technology training. While the primary focus of the assistantship
program was on the coastal resource management community, training and assistance was
provided to employees from numerous Government of Guam and federal agencies. One type of
training provided by the assistant was in the form of 1.5 to 2-hr training sessions provided on a
weekly basis. The sessions served mainly as an opportunity for GIS users to discuss any GIS or
GPS-related problems they may have encountered, but they also provided an opportunity to
introduce new skills and practice old ones.

The weekly GIS training sessions are no longer provided, as the NOAA Pacific Islands
Assistantship program is no longer in existence. However, this type of training might prove
valuable as a model to base future spatial technology training for Government of Guam
employees. The assistant also provided several “GIS Basics” workshops to introduce basic GIS
concepts to new users and to familiarize them with the basic functions of ArcGIS software. The
GIS Basics workshop consisted of two full mornings (8:30am to 12pm) of instructor-led training.
The GIS Basics workshop will likely be offered once or twice a year by staff from the Bureau of
Statistics and Plans’ Land Use Planning Section. Materials provided to workshop participants,
including a step-by-step guide to basic ArcGIS functions, such as manipulating the map display,
querying, creating, and editing data, and creating maps, can be obtained through the Bureau of
Statistics and Plans or by visiting their website at http://.

Self-paced, introductory ArcGIS 8.x and 9.x tutorials that include exercises with spatial data have
been produced by the National Park Service and are available online at
http://www.nps.gov/gis/outreach/training.html. A manual for ArcGIS produced by the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers that provides users with detailed instructions for basic ArcGIS
functions can also be used as a self-guided training resource. Online courses, live seminars, and
other training opportunities offered by ESRI (http://training.esri.com/gateway/index.cfm) may
also be of interest to new users and to users wishing to explore new applications of GIS.
Agencies may also wish to send employees to multi-day, instructor-led introductory and
intermediate ArcGIS training provided on-island.

Government of Guam agencies wishing to explore the use of GIS within their agency, further
expand the use of GIS, or strengthen the skills of existing GIS users are encouraged to contact the
Bureau of Statistics and Plans for more information for more information.

GIS Points of Contact and GIS Cooperatives

The designation of a GIS Point of Contact (POC) and the creation of a GIS Cooperative in each
agency would help to maintain continuity and consistency, would help to build spatial technology
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capacity from within an agency, and would improve cooperation and collaboration between
agencies. The GIS Point of Contact would be the primary conduit for the transfer of spatial data
sets and spatial-technology information into and out of an agency and would be the primary
overseer of geospatial procedures and standards within the agency. This individual could also be
responsible for providing training to employees of that agency. The GIS POC would report to the
director of the agency about spatial technology-related activities and would regularly attend GIS
User Group meetings. The GIS POC could also occasionally attend spatial-technology-related
conferences, such as the ESRI International GIS User Conference and the PacGeo Conference.
The GIS POC could be designated as such by the agency director. Training opportunities, such as
those provided by the NOAA Pacific Islands Assistant and NOAA PSC should be focused on
these individuals. It may be helpful to provide training to the GIS POC, and possibly other GIS
Cooperative members, in spatial technology instruction – i.e., training them how to train. GIS
management training may also be provided to these individuals. While there may already exist
within some agencies a person(s) with these responsibilities, the designation of a GIS POC
would, in a sense, “formalize” these responsibilities and promote the idea that such
responsibilities are necessary and should be continued.

The GIS Cooperative for each agency would be comprised of a defined group of GIS users within
a given agency. The GIS Cooperative could be made up by as few as two or three individuals,
but it could also include other GIS users in an agency. The GIS Cooperatives for each of the
various agencies would be “linked” through GIS User Group meetings and possibly through a
dedicated website and list-serve. The GIS POC could be considered the “chair” of the GIS
Cooperative, but if there is not a clear “leader” or if there may be intra-agency conflicts over such
a position, perhaps the GIS POC responsibilities could alternate between GIS Cooperative
members. The GIS Cooperative, under the coordination of the GIS POC, would be responsible
for the spatial technology-related tasks of each agency; it could also be responsible for tracking
all in-coming and out-going spatial data sets and could perform QA/QC before distributing data
within an agency or distributing the data to other agencies. Establishing a GIS Cooperative
would be voluntary on the part of each agency, but would be highly encouraged and possibly
made mandatory once a precedent among a significant number of agencies was established.
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III. Geospatial Data Storage, Access, and Delivery

The storage of, access to, and delivery of the framework data sets and additional data sets are
important considerations in the development of a spatial data infrastructure. While spatial data
storage, access, and delivery regularly occurs on Guam, designating a central spatial data
repository for the Government of Guam, establishing a system for access to this spatial data (e.g.,
through a Web-based interface and a metadata catalog), and establishing a standard protocol for
the transfer of spatial data would greatly increase the efficiency of these fundamental processes.

Spatial data storage

The storage of spatial data occurs from a small scale (e.g., personal computer) to larger scales
(agency-, state/territory-, and nation-wide databases). Currently within the Government of Guam,
spatial data storage occurs primarily at the scale of individual employee computers, and the
transfer of data is most often conducted person-to-person (through email attachments, flash
drives, CD-ROMs, etc.) on an informal basis. This is primarily a function of the relatively small
number of users and producers of spatial data among Government of Guam agencies and the
proximity of agencies to each other. However, as the use of digital spatial data continues to
expand, agencies are encouraged to designate servers to the storage of spatial data. The personal
computers of producers and users of spatial data within an individual agency should be networked
to the spatial data server. Depending on the individual needs of each agency, varying levels of
database complexity (and expense) are available.

At the scale of the entire Government of Guam, a centralized data repository should be
considered as a means to consolidate all or most available spatial data sets, thus facilitating the
efficient access and distribution of the spatial data by various users from within the government,
the private sector, and others. Such a central repository would also provide additional backup for
the storage of spatial data from individual agencies. The Bureau of Statistics and Plans recently
secured a server designated for spatial data storage and distribution through a Web-based
interface. This server, which would be housed at Department of Administration, could serve as
the central data repository for the Government of Guam. The server is a RAID 1 (Redundant
Array of Independent Drives) server, which uses multiple hard drives to replicate data among the
drives, thus providing even more redundancy in the storage of spatial data.

Spatial data developed by a Government of Guam agency would be submitted to the Bureau of
Statistics and Plans and placed on the central spatial data server. The spatial data set(s) would
have to satisfy the spatial data standards adopted through the Memorandum of Understanding
provided with this document (Appendix B) before being accepted for storage on the central
server. Since most or all of the spatial data stored on the server would be available for
distribution (even if only on a limited basis), adherence to the data standards would ensure that
the data would be of a high level of quality. The agency submitting the spatial data would also be
required to complete a form in order to properly document the transfer of spatial data from a
given Government of Guam agency to the Bureau of Statistics and Plans, and to clearly identify
the distribution restrictions (if any) for that particular data set. The forms would be provided by
the Bureau of Statistic and Plans; completed forms would be stored in hard copy and digitally at
the Bureau of Statistics and Plans.
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Spatial data storage formats

Currently, most vector spatial data on Guam is stored and transferred in ESRI’s Shapefile format.
The Shapefile format has been widely used since its introduction with the release of ESRI’s
ArcView 2.0 software in the early 1990s. While the shapefile has its advantages in processing
speed and relative ease in transfer, one major limitation is that topology information cannot be
stored in a shapefile (such as could be stored in the previous ArcInfo Coverage format). ESRI’s
Personal/Enterprise Geodatabase, introduced with the release of ArcGIS Desktop 8.0 in 2001,
provides a relational database management system that allows the storing, query, and
manipulation of spatial data and geographical information. This format also allows the user to
more realistically model real-world objects and phenomena by storing topological information
and providing the ability to create networks.

Spatial data access and delivery

The first step towards accessing spatial data is the discovery of available data sets. Spatial data
discovery can be done a number of ways, from telephone or email inquiries to Web-based
metadata catalogs. Currently on Guam, spatial data discovery is generally accomplished through
word-of-mouth and telephone and email inquiries, with only limited data discovery occurring
through Web searches (as only a few data sets are available online). A centralized, searchable,
Web-based data catalog does not yet exist on Guam. Such a data catalog would greatly aid in the
discovery of the available spatial data sets possessed by the Government of Guam by providing
local and off-island users with the ability to discover most or all of the available spatial data for
Guam through a single, user-friendly portal.

Perhaps the most widely-used form of data discovery is through an online search for metadata
records of available spatial data. Metadata records provide information about data quality,
characteristics, and accessibility for each spatial data set. Please see the “Spatial Data Standards
– Metadata Standard” section for more information about metadata. Global, national, and more
specialized networks of metadata collections allow users from around the globe to discover the
myriad spatial data sets that are available. The United States government has established the
NSDI Clearinghouse Network, which is a community of distributed data providers who publish
collections of metadata, to facilitate the discovery of spatial data for users interested in obtaining
data for the U.S. Each collection of metadata, referred to as a “Clearinghouse Node,” is hosted
by an organization to publicize the availability of data within the NSDI.

The metadata collections stored at the NSDI Clearinghouse Network nodes is searched by the
geodata.gov portal, providing users with a quick assessment of the extent and properties of
available geographic resources. The geodata.gov portal provides “one-stop” access to all
registered geographic information and related online access services within the United States.
The portal, which is operated in support of the United States’ Geospatial One-Stop Initiative,
allows the discovery of geographic data, imagery, applications, documents, web sites, and other
resources. Registered map services allow casual users to build online maps using data from many
sources. Registered data access and download services also exist for use by those interested in
downloading and analyzing the data using GIS or viewer software. Local users could access the
local metadata server through a locally-based, online metadata catalog or through the geodata.gov
Web portal. Searches for metadata on the locally-based metadata catalog would be limited to
metadata records stored on the local metadata server. The geodata.gov portal would allow
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searches for metadata on the local metadata server (which is a node of the NSDI Clearinghouse
Network), as well as metadata records stored on other server nodes.

Once the metadata record for a desired spatial data set is located, the user can access the data set
by following a Web link provided in the metadata record (if a link is available) or by contacting
the spatial data provider through the information provided in the metadata record. The use of
metadata as a means to publicize available spatial data is yet another reason to establish a
metadata standard for spatial data produced or used by the Government of Guam (see the “Spatial
Data Standards” section below for more information).

The Web link provided in the metadata record for many of the spatial data sets for Guam would
lead users to the GovGuam Web-based mapping service. This service could also be accessed
directly, without having to first acquire metadata records through the locally-based online
metadata catalog or through the geodata.gov portal. The Web-based mapping site would allow
users to view multiple spatial data sets on an interactive map; users would have the option to turn
on and off layers, zoom in and out, select and identify specific features, and other basic functions.
The site would also allow users to download a spatial data set in its entirety or download a set of
selected features from a particular data set for use in their own GIS. The Web-based mapping site
will likely be comprised of several services, with each service designed to provide select spatial
data sets for a specific group of users. One or more of these services could be password protected
to limit access to sensitive data sets. The map service would also allow users to print the map
display or download a digital version of the map display in jpeg, PDF, or other digital format.
Such an application would allow users to perform basic GIS functions, such as data visualization
data, basic queries, and map production without having to purchase GIS software. While the
Web-based mapping site would allow the visualization as well as the download of spatial data, it
is likely that only selected spatial data sets would be available. The local metadata catalog would
likely reflect more fully the range of available spatial data sets for Guam.

As mentioned above, a Government of Guam agency or contractor that produced one or more
spatial data sets would submit a form with the data sets(s). This form would provide a record of
the data transfer to the Bureau of Statistics and Plans and would attest that the data set meets a
certain minimum set of standards. These forms would also allow the agency providing the data
set to state the limitations of the distribution of the data. In such cases, the agency may still wish
to provide metadata for inclusion in the metadata catalog, thus allowing others to discover the
existence of the data set, but requiring interested users to contact the originator of the data in
order to obtain a copy. Diagrams illustrating the movement of a spatial data set produced by a
Government of Guam agency or contractor to broad distribution (Figure 1) and the multiple
avenues available to an end user to access spatial data produced and/or stored by the Government
of Guam (Figure 2) are provided on the following pages.
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Figure 1. Distribution of spatial data from originating agency to users on a local, nationwide, and
global scale. A spatial data set (depicted by )that a Government of Guam agency wishes to make
available to users at the local, national, and global scale would be submitted, along with the associated
metadata record (depicted by ), is submitted to the Bureau of Statistics and Plans. The originating
agency would also complete a form documenting the exchange. After a review of the data set and the
associated metadata, they are placed on the central spatial data server (not depicted) and made available
through the GovGuam Web-based mapping site. A copy of the associated metadata is also stored on the
local metadata server (not depicted) and is accessible through searches made on a locally-based online
metadata catalog. As a node of the NSDI Clearinghouse Network, which is accessed through the
geodata.gov Web portal, metadata stored on the local metadata server can also be accessed by users around
the world. Government of Guam agencies that do not wish to distribute a particular spatial data set on a
large scale may wish to submit only a metadata record to the Bureau of Statistics and Plans. The metadata
record, which would be available on the local metadata server as well as through the NSDI Clearinghouse
Network, would direct potential end-users to the originating agency in order to obtain the actual spatial data
set. This would allow the originating agency to retain control over the distribution of the spatial data.
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Figure 2. Multiple avenues for end-user access of spatial data for Guam. An end user of spatial data
would be able to access spatial data sets for Guam through multiple avenues. End users could search the
local metadata server by directly proceeding to the locally-based online metadata catalog or by first visiting
the geodata.gov Web portal. Searches for metadata on the locally-based metadata catalog would be limited
to metadata records stored on the local metadata server. The geodata.gov portal would allow searches for
metadata on the local metadata server (which is a node of the NSDI Clearinghouse Network), as well as
metadata records stored on other server nodes. An end user could also visit the GovGuam Web-based
mapping site to access spatial data for Guam. This site would allow users to view multiple spatial data sets
on an interactive map; users have the option to turn on and off layers, zoom in and out, select and identify
specific features, and other basic functions. The site would also allow users would also be able to
download a spatial data set in its entirety or download a set of selected features from a particular data set
for use in their own GIS. Yet another option would be to print the map display or download a digital
version of the map display in jpeg, pdf, or other digital format. While the Web-based mapping site would
allow visualization as well as download of spatial data, it is likely that only selected spatial data sets would
be available. The local metadata catalog would likely reflect more fully the range of available spatial data
sets for Guam.
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IV. Framework Data

Consistent, re-usable spatial data sets of basic cartographic content are often referred to as
“Framework,” “Fundamental,” “Foundation,” or “Core” data. The development, maintenance,
and distribution of these framework data sets are commonly recognized as major components of
any spatial data infrastructure. The phrase “framework data” will be adopted in this document to
describe the base, common-use geospatial information onto which thematic information can be
portrayed. These data sets include cadastral, geodetic control, geographic feature name,
orthoimagery, elevation, transportation, hydrography, and governmental unit data. Inseparable
from the framework data sets is the environment to support the development and use of the data,
specifically the “procedures, technology, and guidelines that provide for integration, sharing, and
use of these data and institutional relationships and business practices that encourage the
maintenance and use of data (SDI Cookbook 2.0).” Some of these aspects of a supporting
environment for framework data sets are discussed in this section, while other aspects, such as
access and delivery are presented in other sections of this document.

A key problem with the de-centralization and proliferation of geographic information is the non-
interoperability of the geographic information produced with new technologies. The concept of
framework data is proposed as a way to improve interoperability and thus increase the usability of
geographic information and reducing expenses resulting from duplication of efforts. The central
aim of the concept of framework data, then, is to share these data sets between users in order to
facilitate the development of GIS. Individual data items produced through the regular activities
of different data providers (e.g., road management, urban planning, land management, tax
collection, etc.), are often integrated to produce framework data sets. Once these framework data
sets are shared between users, each user does not have to develop the data set by oneself, and
duplicate data development efforts are avoided.

The benefits of the concept of framework data extend beyond initial data set creation and are
often most realized when updating these data sets. Because many framework data sets are
developed by those who produce the data through regular work activities, these data sets are often
updated most frequently. In order to achieve the benefits described above, the framework data
producers distribute the data to the public, and once distributed GIS users can collect and
integrate them in their own GIS applications. Users are provided with the most up-to-date and
highest quality data sets that are publicly available, providing core data for their GIS applications
at a minimal cost (SDI Cookbook 2.0).

Below are descriptions of framework data sets for the Guam Spatial Data Infrastructure. Also
provided is information regarding the maintenance of these data sets, including the responsible
agency or agencies, the frequency of maintenance, as well as distribution.

Cadastral data – A cadastre is a public record of the extent, ownership, and value of land within
a district for the purposes of taxation. Discrete units of land within a district, called parcels, are
surveyed on Guam by the Department of Land Management. These surveys, which usually are
recorded in the form of X, were used to develop the first digital, georeferenced land parcel data
set in X. Updated digital land parcel and zoning data layers were developed by a Government of
Guam contractor in X. The updated land parcels data set was based on an incomplete digital land
parcels data set developed by X in 1993. In order to complete the data set, as well as reflect
changes to the cadastre (e.g., parcel subdivisions), the contractor worked with the Department of
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Land Management to obtain the original...The digital zoning data set was developed by...In order
to achieve a fully digital cadastre, however, ownership and value information stored on
Department of Revenue and Taxation database must be integrated with the parcel boundary
spatial database. This task is being undertaken by a locally-based government contractor and is
scheduled for completion in X.

Geodetic control – Geodetic control is a network of carefully measured points that can be used
as a reference for other surveys or to establish or measure accuracy in map making. Generally
there are two separate geodetic control networks for the horizontal and vertical dimensions, as the
horizontal control is based on an ellipsoid model of the earth and the vertical control is based on a
geoid model. Geodetic control networks for Guam have been developed by U.S. National
Geodetic Survey (NGS) and the Guam Department of Land Management.

Geographic feature names – A point coverage (“coastal_features”) that provides labels for 157
features along Guam’s coast was developed by James Byrne, the 2002-2004 NOAA Pacific
Islands Assistant for Guam. The “coastal_features” layer, which is currently stored in ESRI’s
Shapefile format, provides labels for bays, points, beaches, islands, marinas, and other areas of
interest. United States Geological Survey (USGS) place name data (“usgs_place_names “) was
also used to create an ESRI Shapefile containing 1188 point features. The “usgs_place_names”
layer contains location and place name information for various features on Guam, including
parks, hospitals, beaches, schools, streams, valleys, and other feature types. Please see the
FGDC-compliant metadata for more detailed information about the development and content of
these data sets.

Orthoimagery – The most recent digital orthographic aerial photos for Guam were created in
1994 from scanned aerial photos acquired by Perry and Associates in 1993-94. These photos
have been heavily used by the public and private sectors since their collection. Theses images,
however, are outdated and have been used less frequently in recent years. There are currently no
plans to acquire a new set of aerial photos for Guam, but the high resolution satellite imagery
acquired since 2002 has been used for many of the applications of the aerial photos.

Since 2002, numerous satellite image scenes and mosaics have been become available to the
Government of Guam. This imagery, including Space Imaging’s IKONOS satellite imagery and
DigitalGlobe’s Quickbird satellite imagery, has been acquired and distributed by several federal
entities, including the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), the Federal
Emergency Management Administration, and the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s Forest
Service and Natural Resources Conservation Service.

The use of these image sets, including 2002 IKONOS mosaics (multispectral and panchromatic),
2002-2003 IKONOS image mosaics (multispectral and panchromatic), 2002-2004 IKONOS
image mosaics (multispectral and panchromatic), and multiple 2005 Quickbird mosaics
(multispectral and panchromatic), is licensed only to Government of Guam agencies, the
University of Guam and certain federal agencies. This imagery can be distributed to non-licensed
agencies and individuals only under certain conditions and in certain formats. A list of licensed
agencies for each set of satellite imagery is provided in Appendix C; also included is information
about the licensing restrictions for each type of imagery.
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The Bureau of Statistics and Plans, the Micronesian Area Research Center (MARC), and the
United Stations Geological Survey (USGS) Honolulu office also possess several sets of historical
aerial photos that will soon be made available with a database currently in production at the
Bureau of Statistics and Plans. Scanned versions of the historical aerial photo prints are currently
being acquired and indexed and will hopefully be provided online in the near future. Please refer
to Appendix I for more detailed information about the historical aerial photographs available at
the Bureau of Statistics and Plans.

Elevation – A Digital Elevation Model, or DEM, is a digital representation of a continuous
variable (e.g., elevation) over a two-dimensional surface by a grid of values referenced to a
common datum. Simply stated, a DEM is a simply, regular spaced grid of elevation points.
DEM’s are typically used to represent terrain relief. A DEM for Guam was created by USGS in
X. A new, higher resolution DEM will be created using data points collected by a LIDAR
mission scheduled to be flown in X of 2007.

Transportation – An updated, island-wide data set that contains polyline features for all roads on
Guam, including U.S. Airforce and Navy roads was made available in X, 2007. Each polyline in
the streets data set represent the centerline of individual street segments, with each segment being
a portion of a street between two intersections or between an intersection and the end of the street.
The original digital streets data set was created by the Bureau of Statistics and Plans in X. The
dataset was developed by digitizing all the streets visible in the 1993-94 aerial photos acquired by
Perry and Associates. The streets data set released in 2007 provided an update to the X data set,
and included polyline features representing new streets. New streets were digitized from a
panchromatic 2004-2005 Quickbird satellite image mosaic purchased by the Federal Emergency
Management Agency. Many of the polyline features from the original data set were adjusted to
the street centerlines visible in the Quickbird image mosaic. Street name changes that occurred
since the development of the original data set are also reflected in the updated data set.

Hydrography – A hydrography dataset that represents surface water features on Guam, such as
lakes and streams, was originally developed in 19XX and updated in 2006. The original
hydrography data set was developed by X, and was based on X. The 2006 update was created by
digitizing surface water features visible in the panchromatic 2004-2005 Quickbird satellite
imagery.

Governmental units – The boundaries of the 19 municipalities on Guam are provided in a single
polygon coverage, “muni_bound.” This layer is currently stored in ESRI’s Shapefile format.
Some errors have been detected in this layer and it is planned for an update in 2007. The original
municipality boundaries data set was developed in 19XX by X, and was created by digitizing X.
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V. Spatial Data Standards

The establishment of a minimum set of standards for creators and distributors of spatial data in
the Government of Guam ensure that spatial data distributed by the Government of Guam are of
an acceptable level of quality, that information about data quality, characterisitcs, and
accessibility are provided with the data sets, that a common spatial reference system is used, and
that an official map index is used when producing a map series.

The proposed spatial data standards for the Government of Guam are:

 Spatial Reference Standard – All geospatial data developed and distributed by the
Government of Guam or its contractors after January 2008 must use the Guam Geodetic
Network 1993 spatial reference system

 Map Index Standard – All map products (1:2000 scale or smaller) distributed by
Government of Guam agencies after January 2008 must use the Guam Uniform Mapping
System.

 Metadata Standard – Metadata compliant with the Federal Geographic Data Committee
(FGDC) Content Standards for Geospatial Metadata must be provided with all geospatial
data distributed by the Government of Guam as of January 2008.

 Logical Consistency/Topological Integrity Standard – The logical
consistency/topological integrity of all geospatial data developed, utilized, or distributed
by the Government of Guam must be validated prior to distribution.

 Accuracy Standard – ?

It is recommended that all of these spatial data standards be adopted by all Government of Guam
agencies that produce/use or plan to produce/use spatial data, but the list above is subject to
review and the final list may include fewer, or possibly additional, data standards. Once an
agency signs the Memorandum of Understanding (Appendix B), all spatial data produced by this
agency with the intention of distribution beyond the agency must meet the requirements
established with the spatial data standards.

A detailed explanation of each spatial data standard is provided below:

Spatial Reference Standard

A standard spatial reference system is a critical component of any spatial data infrastructure. A
spatial reference system, in general, is a coordinate-based local, regional, or global mechanism

 All geospatial data developed and distributed by the Government of Guam or its
contractors after January 2008 must use the Guam Geodetic Network 1993 spatial
reference system
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used to locate entities on a geometric body. A spatial reference system establishes a point of
origin, the orientation of reference axes, geometric meaning of measurements, as well as units of
measure. A national spatial reference system, or national grid, is a spatial reference system that
is used by governing bodies for their mapping needs. National spatial reference systems typically
consist of a projection (or a series of projection zones), a geodetic datum, and an ellipsoid.

As stated in the Guam Code Title 21, Division 2, Chapter 60 (Appendix F), the Guam Geodetic
Network 1993 spatial reference system was designated as the official spatial reference system for
all surveying activities conducted by the Government of Guam. It is proposed that all spatial data
and data products produced and distributed by Government of Guam agencies be required to
utilize the GGN 1993 spatial reference system.

The Guam Geodetic Network 1993, or GGN93 spatial reference system, utilizes the North
American Datum of 1983, or NAD83, and a local transverse mercator projection (see Appendix G
for more information). With the recent availability of the High Accuracy Reference Network
(HARN)-updated NAD83 datum, produced by the National Geodetic Survey in 200X, it is
recommended that the HARN version of the GGN93 spatial reference system (GGN93 HARN)
be adopted.

Map Index Standard

The Guam Uniform Mapping System was developed in 1975 to standardize general mapping
activities for all Government of Guam agencies (Appendix F). The standards are intended to
apply to all mapping at scales of 1:2000 and smaller. Different map indices are available for
different mapping purposes and scales. An update to the original Uniform Mapping System will
be released in 2007. This update will include additional grid cells for the basic map series index
in order to more completely capture coastal features. A proposed update to the basic map series
index for all general planning activities is provided in Appendix G.

Metadata Standard

Metadata, which is often described as “data about data,” is crucial to building strong spatial data
infrastructure. Metadata records provide documentation about spatial data sets for future
reference. Metadata usually include information about the data source, methodology, spatial
reference, the date it was created, key words for searching, as well as other information that may
help others best utilize the spatial data. According to the SDI Cookbook v.2.0, published by the
Federal Geographic Data Committee in 2004, the minimum amount of information required to
adequately convey to the user the nature and content of the data resources is as follows:

 Metadata compliant with the Federal Geographic Data Committee (FGDC) Content
Standards for Geospatial Metadata must be provided with all geospatial data
created by the Government of Guam as of January 2008.

 All map products (1:2000 scale or smaller) distributed by Government of Guam
agencies after January 2008 must use the Guam Uniform Mapping System.
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o What – title and description of data set
o Why – abstract detailing reasons for the data collection and its uses
o When – when the data set was created and the update cycles if any
o Who – originator, data supplier, and possibly the intended audience
o Where – the extent based on geographical coordinates, geographical names, and

administrative areas
o How – how the data was created/built and how to access the data

The Content Standard for Digital Geospatial Metadata, which was originally released by the U.S.
Federal Geographic Data Committee (FGDC) in 1994 and revised in 1998, is the U.S. federal
metadata standard. According to Executive Order 12096, all U.S. federal agencies are ordered to
use this standard to document geospatial data created as of January, 1995. The standard, which is
often referred to as the FGDC Metadata Standard, has been implemented beyond the federal level
with the adoption of the standard by state and local governments.

It is recommended that the Government of Guam adopt the Content Standard for Digital
Metadata, v.2, and to require all Government of Guam agencies that produce geospatial data to
provide metadata for all data sets created as of January 2008. Use of spatial data for which
adequate metadata is not available should be avoided if possible. If the use of such datasets
cannot be avoided, the lack of adequate metadata should be referenced in any product developed
using these datasets. Numerous tools exist to assist with the creation of metadata in the FGDC
Metadata Standard format and other formats. Please refer to the “Guidelines – Metadata
creation” section below for more information about creating FGDC-compliant metadata.

Logical Consistency/Topological Integrity Standard

Discuss possible adoption of standard requiring use of geodatabase topology and other tools to
ensure feature and attribute integrity

Accuracy Standard

Discuss possibility of adopting certain accuracy standards for particular data types

 The logical consistency/topological integrity of all geospatial data developed, utilized,
or distributed by the Government of Guam must be validated prior to distribution.
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VI. Guidelines

The following guidelines were designed to provide new and existing producers and users of
geospatial data with recommended protocols for performing a range of activities. These
guidelines, which range from a recommended directory structure and naming convention for
storing and naming spatial data sets, to instructions for creating FGDC-compliant metadata or for
re-projecting spatial data, provide new users with valuable step-by-step instructions for important,
common tasks, and provide existing users with common methods for accomplishing various
tasks. By using a common methodology for a given task, even a diverse range of spatial data
producers and users will be more likely to achieve a similarly high level of quality, accessibility,
and compatibility for their spatial data and spatial data-related products.

Directory structure

The directory structure in Appendix H is recommended for use as a common directory structure
across Government of Guam agencies utilizing spatial data. The use of a common directory
structure has many benefits, including offering a potentially better way of organizing data that
improves the efficiency of data access, and by allowing the hassle-free transfer of ArcMap
Documents (.mxd files). An executable will be provided to facilitate the creation of the directory
structure on a given hard drive. This directory structure was designed for use with the ESRI
Shapefile data storage format, which is the most commonly-used spatial data format used by
Government of Guam agencies. The growing momentum towards the use of the
personal/enterprise geodatabase format will soon necessitate a new way of organizing spatial
data. This new structure will be based on a collection of geodatabases, each with its own set of
feature datasets, feature classes (analogous to shapefiles), relationship classes, networks, etc.,
instead of a collection of folders containing shapefiles.

GIS software

Several Geographic Information System (GIS) software packages have been used on Guam in the
last two decades, including Genesis, ESRI’s ArcInfo and ArcView 3.x, and most recently, ESRI’s
ArcGIS Desktop 8.x and 9.x software. Most, if not all Government of Guam agencies have
adopted ESRI’s ArcGIS Desktop software in the last few years. While the Guam GIS User
Group does not pander to a particular company or endorse a specific product, it is recommended
that those responsible for acquiring GIS software strongly consider ArcGIS Desktop products
(and ArcIMS, ArcSDE, etc.) for their agencies GIS needs. The use of common GIS software...

GPS data collection

The use of the Global Position System (GPS) has continued to increase on Guam, especially since
the removal of Selective Availability in 2001, allowing the collection of highly accurate position
data. GPS has been used on Guam for a variety of purposes in the public sector in recent years,
including collecting data on the location of power poles (GPA), the delineation of burn areas
(NPS), the mapping of disease vectors (DPHSS), the mapping of shallow water benthic habitat
(UOG ML), and numerous other activities.
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The proper collection of data using the GPS across all Government of Guam agencies, which
would result in consistently high quality location data may be enabled by providing a relatively
detailed set of collection procedures on which to base future data collection activities. These
procedures are meant only to guide GPS data collection activities and are not intended to force
the use of a particular methodology.

- Choosing the proper GPS receiver

- Data collection – data dictionary, PDOP, # of satellites...

- Transferring data from GPS receiver to desktop/laptop computer

- Differential correction...Describe Continuously Operating Reference System (CORS), how
to use...

- Using GPS data in a GIS

Metadata creation

GPS equipment/software

Georectification/orthorectification

Defining a spatial reference system for geospatial data

Re-projecting and transforming spatial data

Data conversion

CAD/GIS interoperability

Naming convention

Imagery acquisition
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VIII. Appendices

Appendix A: Acronyms and terms (From American Samoa Spatial Data
Infrastructure Document – will be altered later)

Computer Aided Design (CAD) - Software packages designed for high quality graphical output
regarding the design of products. Automated functions allow for easy and fast output, which can
be utilized by a novice user as well as the specialist. Especially used within engineering,
surveying, and architecture.
AGI GIS Dictionary: http://www.geo.ed.ac.uk/agidict/alpha.html

Continuously Operating Reference Station (CORS) – The National Geodetic Survey
(NGS) coordinates a network of continuously operating reference stations that provide
Global Positioning System (GPS) carrier phase and code range measurements in support of 3-
dimensional positioning activities throughout the United States and its territories.
Surveyors, GIS/LIS professionals, engineers, scientists, and others can apply CORS data to
correct position points at which GPS data have been collected. The CORS system enables
positioning accuracies that approach a few centimeters relative to the National Spatial Reference
System, both horizontally and vertically.
CORS General Information Page http://www.ngs.noaa.gov/CORS/

Datum - A model of the earth used for geodetic calculations.
AGI GIS Dictionary: http://www.geo.ed.ac.uk/agidict/alpha.html

Digital Elevation Model (DEM) - A digital representation of a continuous variable over a two-
dimensional surface by a regular array of z values referenced to a common datum.
Digital elevation models are typically used to represent terrain relief.
American Geographical Society Library
http://www.uwm.edu/Library/AGSC/agscgis/overvdsd.html

Digital Line Graph (DLG) - The digital format standards published by US Geological
Survey for exchanging cartographic data files and in which the USGS delivers topographical
maps in vector format.
AGI GIS Dictionary: http://www.geo.ed.ac.uk/agidict/alpha.html

Enterprise GIS - The design and deployment of geographic information systems for entire
organizations.
Urban & Regional Systems Information Association http://www.urisa.org/

Environmental Systems Research Institute (ESRI) – Creator of the most widely used GIS
software packages ArcView and ArcInfo, “more than 1,000,000 people around the world use
ESRI's GIS.”
http://www.esri.com/

Federal Geographic Data Committee (FGDC) - coordinates the development of the National
Spatial Data Infrastructure (NSDI). The NSDI encompasses policies, standards, and procedures
for organizations to cooperatively produce and share geographic data.
Federal Geographic Data Committee http://www.fgdc.gov/index.html/
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File Transfer Protocol (ftp) - is a standard Internet protocol, which is the simplest way to
exchange files between computers on the Internet.
http://whatis.techtarget.com/definition
Framework data - a collaborative community based effort in which commonly needed data
themes are developed, maintained, and integrated by public and private organizations within a
geographic area.
Federal Geographic Data Committee http://www.fgdc.gov/framework/framework.html

Geographic Information System (GIS) - A computer system for capturing, storing, checking,
integrating, manipulating, analyzing, and displaying data related to positions on the Earth's
surface. Typically, a Geographical Information System (or Spatial Information System) is used
for handling maps of one kind or another. These might be represented as several different layers
where each layer holds data about a particular kind of feature. Each feature is linked to a position
on the graphical image of a map.
AGI GIS Dictionary: http://www.geo.ed.ac.uk/agidict/alpha.html

Global Positioning System (GPS) - A satellite based navigational system allowing the
determination of any point on the earth's surface with a high degree of accuracy given a suitable
GPS receiver.
AGI GIS Dictionary: http://www.geo.ed.ac.uk/agidict/alpha.html

Map Projection - A method of representing the earth's three-dimensional surface as a flat two-
dimensional surface. This normally involves a mathematical model that transforms the locations
of features on the earth's surface to locations on a two-dimensional surface. Because the earth is
three-dimensional, some method must be used to depict the map in two dimensions. Therefore
such representations distort some parameter of the earth's surface, be it distance, area, shape, or
direction.

Metadata – is "data or information about GIS data" that typically describes the content, quality,
condition, and other characteristics of data.
Federal Geographic Data Committee http://www.fgdc.gov/framework/metadata

Scale - The ratio of the distance measured on a map to that measured on the ground between the
same two points.
AGI GIS Dictionary: http://www.geo.ed.ac.uk/agidict/alpha.html

Spatial data - Any information about the location and shape of, and relationships among,
geographic features. This includes remotely sensed data as well as map data.
AGI GIS Dictionary: http://www.geo.ed.ac.uk/agidict/alpha.html

National Spatial Data Infrastructure (NSDI) - The technologies, policies, and people necessary
to promote sharing of geospatial data throughout all levels of government, the private and non-
profit sectors, and the academic.
Federal Geographic Data Committee http://www.fgdc.gov/framework/metadata

United States Geological Survey (USGS) – The USGS is the National mapping agency of the
United States. Produces paper maps, digital maps and DEMs for the entire nation at a variety of
scales, including 1:24,000, 1:100,000, 1:250,000 and 1:1 million.
AGI GIS Dictionary: http://www.geo.ed.ac.uk/agidict/alpha.html
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Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) - A grid system based upon the Transverse Mercator
projection. The UTM grid extends North-South from 80oN to 80oS latitude and, starting at the
180o Meridian, is divided eastwards into 60, 6o zones with a half degree overlap with zone one
beginning at 180o longitude. The UTM grid is commonly used for topographic maps and
georeferencing satellite images.
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Appendix B: Memorandum of Understanding (Adapted from American Samoa GIS
User Group MOU – will be further revised)

Memorandum of Understanding

AMONG: The Guam GIS Users group

This memorandum of understanding is entered into among the agencies that comprise the Guam
GIS Users group.

Hereinafter collectively referred to as, “the Parties.” Throughout this document, this
memorandum of understanding will be referred to simply as, “the memorandum.”

The Parties are mutually interested in cooperative activities aimed at the development of, “The
Guam Spatial Data Infrastructure,” which includes provisions for a territorial GIS dataset,
metadata creation, and projection/datum scheme.

The Parties, therefore, agree as follows:

Article 1. Purpose of Cooperation.

A. The Parties shall initiate cooperation to further the development of applied and scientific
research with goals of advancing the application of GIS and remote sensing in the management of
territorial infrastructure, updating of GIS base layers, improving of environmental permitting and
enforcement efforts, inventorying of archaeological sites, monitoring and cataloguing natural
resources, facilitation of staff training, and benefiting society at large.

B. The parties wish to maintain and promote channels of cooperation and communication that
permit the exchange of GIS and remotely sensed data, as well as intellectual and scientific
knowledge.

C. The investment in building and maintaining a spatial infrastructure for Guam has been
significant. The establishment of the Guam GIS User Group as a formal entity is recommended to
the Governor’s Office of Guam to prevent duplication of effort and to make informed
recommendations for the enhancement of GIS resources.

D. Whenever possible, the Guam GIS Users Group should be consulted with regards to funding
initiatives involving GIS in the territory to ensure that products developed address management
needs and build on existing resources.

Article 2. Areas of Cooperation.

A. Upon mutual agreement by all parties, cooperative effort may be conducted in fields of current
GIS applications and those to be undertaken in the future by the parties in areas of common
interest.
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B. Principal subjects of cooperation to be pursued under this Agreement shall include, but not be
limited to, those agencies specified. The parties agree that, in the course of this relationship, as
specific programs or projects are identified for cooperative efforts, a separate agreement will be
drafted to delineate the details and each party’s responsibilities in such an endeavor.

Article 3. Forms of Cooperation.

The parties agree in principle to the following general forms of cooperation:

A. Exchanging and sharing GIS (particularly ESRI coverages, shapefiles and grids) and remotely
sensed data for joint projects and mutual benefit.

B. Implementing cooperative training & research programs.

C. Encouraging direct contact between participating organizations, researchers, and off island
support agencies (i.e. NOAA, FEMA, NPS, etc.).

D. Permitting other forms of cooperation by mutual arrangement.

Article 4. Procedures.

A. This Agreement may be modified by written consent of all parties.

B. Matters not provided for by this Agreement shall be determined through mutual consultation
and agreement.

Article 5. Term of Agreement.

This Agreement shall become effective on the date it is signed by all parties and shall be valid for
five (5) years. Thereafter, it shall be automatically renewed on the anniversary date unless written
notice of intent to terminate is given by one party to the other party at least six (6) months prior to
the next renewal date.
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PRINCIPLE AGENCIES and SIGNATURES

The Guam GIS User Group:

The Parties Authorized Person
Memorandum Responsible

Person

Bureau of Statistics and
Plans

Department of Land
Management

Department of Public Works

Guam Homeland Security

Department of Agriculture

Guam Environmental
Protection Agency

Department of Public Health
and Social Services

Department of Mental
Health and Substance Abuse

Department of Parks and
Recreation

University of Guam Water
and Environmental Research
Institute
University of Guam Marine
Laboratory

Guam Waterworks
Authority

Department of Revenue and
Taxation

Guam Ancestral Lands
Commission

Guam Army National Guard

Guam Fire Department

Guam Police Department
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Appendix C: Satellite imagery licensing information

Licensing information for:
2002, 2003, and 2004 IKONOS Satellite Image Mosaics (Purchased by NOAA)

Licensed agencies:
- All Government of Guam agencies
- University of Guam
- NOAA
- USFS
- FWS
- NRCS
- NPS
- USACE
- EPA
- USGS
- Contractors for the above agencies

The local and federal agencies listed above can possess digital copies of the original IKONOS
satellite image mosaics. Copies can be provided to any one of these agencies or their contractors
by the Bureau of Statistics or any other agency in the list above that already possesses a copy. A
digital or hard copy of the licensing agreement should be provided with the digital copy of the
imagery. Contractors may only keep a copy of the imagery for a particular project, but must
return all the data when the project is completed.

Use constraints:
Data set is not for use in litigation. While efforts have been made to ensure that these data are
accurate and reliable within the state of the art, NOAA, cannot assume liability for any damages,
or misrepresentations, caused by any inaccuracies in the data, or as a result of the data to be used
on a particular system. NOAA makes no warranty, expressed or implied, nor does the fact of
distribution constitute such a warranty.

 License permits the internal use of product by a legal commercial business entity at
multiple locations or by a limited number of government agencies identified at time of
original purchase.

 For Pacific Islands, Guam, IKONOS data, 2003, these include: Guam Government, Fish
and Wildlife Service, University of Guam, NOAA, US Forest Service.

 Imagery may be reformatted into different formats or media (TIFF, JPEG, 8mm tape).

 One copy can be made for backup purposes.

 Make the imagery available to its consultants, agents, and subcontractors for permitted
use.

 Modify the imagery through manipulation techniques and/or the addition of data and
make copies for internal use.
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 Distribute derived products (vector layers, land cover classification maps, benthic habitat
maps).

 Post a derived or degraded product to an Internet site with the following credit: “Includes
material copyright Space Imaging LLC,” or “www.spaceimaging.com” and notify the SI
Web Master.

 Imagery may be processed and printed as a poster for a professional meeting or public
hearing.

 Up to 500 copies of a poster can be printed for free distribution as a public education
product.

 Portions of images can be provided as non-manipulatable (bitmap) files to the media for
publication.

 Derived products such as vector layers and maps are not subject to SI license restrictions
and may be freely distributed to the public.

 Vectors may be digitized on screen or from a print.

 IKONOS image with vector overlay can be printed and displayed as a map.

 The customer cannot copy or reproduce images other than as consistent with the
permitted use. Cannot sell, license, transfer, or disclose the products or use them in any
manner not authorized by the agreement. Cannot alter or remove any copyright notice or
proprietary legend in or on the products.

Licensing information for:
2005 Quickbird Satellite Imagery (Purchased by NRCS)

Licensed agencies:
This product can be distributed to all Government of Guam and federal agencies and their
contractors

Use constraints:
Multiple copies of the 60cm Quickbird source imagery can be made for internal use only and can
be posted to secure intranet websites. Derivative works, such as those created by reformatting the
product into different formats or media from which it is delivered, modifying the product through
manipulation techniques and/or the addition of other data, and making copies of the resulting
bundled image product must contain the following copyright notice conspicuously displayed: “
DigitalGlobe, Inc. All Rights Reserved” for the product, and “Includes copyrighted material of
DigitalGlobe, Inc., All Rights Reserved” for derivative works.

This product can be distributed to private sector entities and private citizens in the following
formats:

 As a static, non-interactive PDF file of the 60cm source Quickbird imagery
 As a print of the 60cm source Quickbird imagery with approval and copyright information
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 As a 10m or lower resolution, secure GeoTIFF image with copyright information
 As a color-composite jpeg of the 60cm imagery or a 50:1 compressed file format without

geospatial information on the internet provided that the data is in a secure format and can not
be viewed or printed at a resolution better than 10m and the proper copyright is used

 As a non-digital format and for non-commercial purposes published in research reports or
similar publications after obtaining the express written consent of DigitalGlobe
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Appendix D: Guam Code Title 21, Division 2, Ch. 60
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Appendix E: Guam Geodetic Network 1993 Information Sheet
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Appendix F: Uniform Mapping System (1975)
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Appendix G: Uniform Mapping System (2007 update)
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Appendix H: Proposed directory structure (see following page for expanded view of
the “Guam” folder
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Appendix I: Bureau of Statistics and Plans Historical Aerial Photo Inventory
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Appendix J: Bureau of Statistics and Plans Spatial Data Inventory

Key to Data Types

Time Metadata Topology
Layer Name Description Period Status Checked Online

clu_a_gu001 Commercial farm plots delineated by USDA Farm Service
using GPS

Unknown Complete No No

guampolice Location of police stations - outdated layer 2/9/2005 Incomplete No No

Currently there are no layers in this directory

ESRI Shapefile – polygon (.shp) ESRI Layer file – point (.lyr) ESRI Geodatabase Table CAD Feature Dataset (.dgn)

ESRI Layer file – polygon (.lyr) Dbase table (.dbf) Raster Dataset (e.g., .grd, .sid, .img) CAD Drawing (.dgn)

ESRI Shapefile - polyline (.shp) ESRI Geodatabase (.mdb) Layer file for Raster Dataset Excel Document (.xls)

ESRI Shapefile - point (.shp) ESRI Feature Class – Point Triangulated Irregular Network Folder
dataset (.tin)

GIS_Data\Guam\Agriculture\

GIS_Data\Guam\Archive\

GIS_Data\Guam\Biology\Freshwater\

GIS_Data\Guam\Biology\Invasives\
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Currently there are no layers in this directory

atlas_benthic_habitat_ data Layer file for benthic habitat data developed in 2005 for the
Guam Coastal Atlas

2/2006 Complete - No

atlas_benthic_habitat_ data Benthic habitat data developed in 2005 for the Guam Coastal
Atlas

2/2006 Complete No No

guam_aap Accuracy assessment points collected by NOAA Biogeo
Team during development of benthic habitat data

6/28/04 Complete No No

guam_draft_map Draft version of benthic habitat data developed by NOAA
Biogeography Team in 2003-04

Unknown None No No

guam_gps GPS control points collected on registered survey marks to
determine quality of GPS used by NOAA Biogeo Team
during development of benthic habitat data

6/28/04 Complete No No

guam_gvp Ground validation points collected by NOAA Biogeo Team
during development of benthic habitat data

2004 Complete No No

guam_habitat Final version of benthic habitat data developed by NOAA
Biogeo Team

2004 Complete No No

reef_status Status of reefs of Guam created by DAWR Unknown None No No

Currently there are no layers in this directory

Currently there are no layers in this directory

GIS_Data\Guam\Biology\Marine\Habitat\

GIS_Data\Guam\Biology\Terrestrial\Fauna\Amphibian\

GIS_Data\Guam\Biology\Terrestrial\Fauna\Avian\
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Currently there are no layers in this directory

Currently there are no layers in this directory

guam_life_zones_rect Rectified jpeg image of guam life zone map Unknown None - No

guam_life_zones Guam life zones - estimated pre-human vegetation zones Unknown None No No

guam_life_zones Layer containing symbology for Guam life zones shapefile Unknown None - No

guam_veg_final Land cover raster provided by U.S. Forest Service 7/2004 Complete - No

Overlaysummary Table containing area values for different habitat types
within the federal portions of the Guam National Wildlife
Refuge Overlay

Unknown - - -

Overlaysummary Table containing area values for different habitat types
within the federal portions of the Guam National Wildlife
Refuge Overlay

Unknown - - No

USFS_guam_veg_updated Updated land cover classification shapefile developed by
USFS

6/2005 Needs Updated No No

USFS_guam_veg_updated Layer file containing symbology for updated land cover
classification shapefile developed by USFS

6/2005 Needs Updated - No

USFS_guam_veg_updated Updated land cover classification raster developed by USFS 6/2005 Complete - No

USFS_guam_veg_updated Layer file containing symbology for updated land cover
classification raster developed by USFS

6/2005 Complete - No

USFS_guam_veg_updated - No

GIS_Data\Guam\Biology\Terrestrial\Fauna\Mammal\

GIS_Data\Guam\Biology\Terrestrial\Fauna\Reptile\

GIS_Data\Guam\Biology\Terrestrial\Vegetation\USFS_veg_data\
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USFS_Land_Cover - No

PacTrust_Wetlands_ Polygons Wetlands layer created by ? Unknown None No No

Wetlands USGS National Wetland Inventory coverage 1993 Complete No No

AAFB Boundary Created by Airforce in support of GeoBase
Program

06/01-
01/02

Complete

10m_inland_of_guam_
shoreline

10m inland buffer of guam_shoreline_poly layer Unknown None No No

100m_inland_of_guam_
shoreline

100m inland buffer of guam_shoreline_poly layer Unknown None No No

atlas_shoreline Shoreline layer developed during creation of benthic habitat
data for Guam Coastal Atlas

Unknown None No No

coast_poly Guam shoreline created by BSP in 2000 based on? 2000 Complete No No

guam_final_pline Guam boundary (including small islands) 12/2/02 Complete No No

guam_final_poly Guam boundary (including small islands) 12/2/02 Complete No No

guam_shoreline Shoreline utilized by NOAA Biogeography Team during
development of benthic habitat data

10/2003 Complete No No

guam_shoreline_mar_2006 Guam shoreline created in 2006 based on pansharpened
2004 IKONOS image mosaic

3/2006 None No No

guam_shoreline_poly Unknown 12/2/02 Complete No No

GIS_Data\Guam\Biology\Terrestrial\Vegetation\Wetlands\

GIS_Data\Guam\Boundaries\Airforce\

GIS_Data\Guam\Boundaries\Coastline\
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guam_shoreline_poly_june_
2006

Guam shoreline created in 2006 based on 2005 Quickbird
imagery provided by FEMA

6/2006 Complete No No

guam_shoreline_poly_mar_
2006

Guam shoreline created in 2006 based on pansharpened
2004 IKONOS image mosaic

3/2006 None No No

IK_1941_Navy_Base_Guam _
Shoreline

1941 Navy Base Shoreline - provided by Navy
Environmental Office

2006 Complete No No

umatac_shore Shoreline at Umatac cemetery – Collected by GPS Trimble
Pathfinder receiver as part of erosion assessment efforts

10/2004 None No No

Anao Boundary for Anao terrestrial conservation area Unknown None No No

Balonos Boundary for Balonos terrestrial conservation area Unknown None No No

Cotal Boundary for Cotal terrestrial conservation area Unknown None No No

Ecological_Reserve_Areas Boundaries for Haputo and Orote Point ecological reserves Unknown None No No

GNWR_Overlay Unknown Unknown None No No

Guam Conservation Lands Boundaries for Anao, Balonos, and Cotal terrestrial
conservation areas

Unknown None No No

Guam_Conservation_Areas Unknown Unknown None No No

refugeoverlay Unknown Unknown None No No

mariana_eez Exclusive Economic Zone for entire Mariana island chain
(Guam and CNMI not divided)

Unknown None No No

nmariana_EEZ_coords Coordinates for exclusive economic zone of Mariana islands
(Guam and CNMI)

Unknown None - No

GIS_Data\Guam\Boundaries\EEZ\

GIS_Data\Guam\Boundaries\MPAs\

GIS_Data\Guam\Boundaries\Conservation_Lands\
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dawr_mpa_boundaries Boundaries for Guam's 5 MPAs - provided by DAWR - 100-
fathom contour not accurate

Unknown None No No

guam_mpas_2006 Boundaries for Guam's 5 MPAs - updated in 2006 by Joel
Murray (NOAA)

5/2006 Complete No No

guam_mpas_original Original GIS layer with boundaries for Guam's 5 MPAs -
100-fathom contour not accurate

2002 Complete No No

haputo_era Boundary for Haputo Ecological Reserve 2002 Complete No No

orote_pt_era Boundary for Orote Pt. Ecological Reserve 2002 Complete No No

municipal_boundaries_ 1993 Municipal boundaries (including small islands) 1993 Incomplete No No

municipal_boundaries_ 2001 Municipal boundaries (not including small islands) 2001 Incomplete;
needs updated

No No

municipal_boundaries_ 2006
_draft

Draft of municipal boundaries updated in 2006 (including
small islands)

2006 None No No

dod_property_interest _areas Department of Defense Property Interest Areas - provided by
Navy Environmental Office

Unknown None No No

FedSubmergedLands Federal submerged lands - provided by Navy Environmental
Office

Unknown None No No

IK_GNWR_Boundary Guam National Wildlife Refuge Boundary - provided by
Navy Environmental Office

Unknown Incomplete No No

IK_NavyWetlands Navy wetlands - provided by Navy Environmental Office Unknown Incomplete No No

GIS_Data\Guam\Boundaries\Political\

GIS_Data\Guam\Boundaries\Navy\

GIS_Data\Guam\Boundaries\NPS\
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wip_boundary_epa_chataan Boundaries for War in the Pacific National Park units
created by EPA for typhoon Chata'an response

2000 Complete No No

wip_boundary_nps Boundaries for War in the Pacific National Park units
created by NPS

12/16/02 Complete No No

wip_ownership_boundaries Ownership boundaries for War in the Pacific National Park Unknown None No No

guam_seashore_reserve Coverage of draft guam seashore reserve map Unknown None No No

seashore_reserve Coverage of draft guam seashore reserve map Unknown None No No

SRLand Unknown - possibly land component of seashore reserve 1993 Incomplete;
needs updated

No No

GuamSeashoreReserve Coverage of draft guam seashore reserve map 2003 Incomplete No No

dlm_sketch_govtland_ original Unknown Unknown None - No

DLM_Govtland_Sketch Unknown Unknown None - No

DLM_Govtlands Unknown Unknown - - No

land_parcels Land parcels 1993 Incomplete No No

land_parcels_adj_FEMA
_Quickbird

Land parcels - adjusted to align with 2005 Quickbird
imagery provided by FEMA

1993; adj.
in 2005

Incomplete;
Needs updated

No No

land_transfer Unknown Unknown None No No

proposed_itanota_land_use
_zoning

Unknown 2000 Incomplete No No

GIS_Data\Guam\Boundaries\Seashore_Reserve\

GIS_Data\Guam\Cadastral\

GIS_Data\Guam\Cadastral\Digital_Zoning_Map_DRAFT\
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LandParcels_Merge Unknown 2006 None No No

Apra_Harbor Unknown 2006 None No No

Apra_Harbor_Easment Unknown 2006 None No No

Apra_Harbor_Parcels Unknown 2006 None No No

Fedund Unknown 2006 None No No

Fedund_Easment Unknown 2006 None No No

Harmon_Cliff Unknown 2006 None No No

Harmon_Cliff_Easment Unknown 2006 None No No

Harmon_Cliff_Parcels Unknown 2006 None No No

NAS_Easement Unknown 2006 None No No

NAS_Parcels Unknown 2006 None No No

Naval_Air_Station Unknown 2006 None No No

Nimitz_Hill_Easment Unknown 2006 None No No

Nimitz_Hill Unknown 2006 None No No

Nimitz_Hill_Parcels Unknown 2006 None No No

Radio_Barrigad_Easment Unknown 2006 None No No

Radio_Barrigad Unknown 2006 None No No

Radio_Barrigad_Parcels Unknown 2006 None No No

RB1963_Parcels Unknown 2006 None No No

CAD_Parcels Unknown 2006 None No No

CLTC Unknown 2006 None No No

ZoneParcels Unknown 2006 None No No
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Agana_Sinajana_Agana_
HeightsZC

Unknown 2006 None - No

Agat_Santa_RitaZc Unknown 2006 None - No

AmendmentZc Unknown 2006 None - No

Asan_PitiZc Unknown 2006 - No

BarrigadaZc Unknown 2006 None - No

Central_IslandZc Unknown 2006 None - No

DededoZc Unknown 2006 None - No

InarajanZc Unknown 2006 None - No

MangilaoZc Unknown 2006 None - No

MerizoZc Unknown 2006 None - No

North_Island_MapZc Unknown 2006 None - No

Ordot_Chalan_PagoZc Unknown 2006 None - No

TalofofoZc Unknown 2006 None - No

TamuningZc Unknown 2006 None - No

TumonZc Unknown 2006 None - No

UmatacZc Unknown 2006 None - No

YigoZc Unknown 2006 None - No

YonaZc Unknown 2006 None - No

ZoneMap_update Unknown 2006 None No No

Zonemap Unknown 2006 None No No

rectifyf3-67s41 Unknown 2006 None - No

rectifyf3-67s50 Unknown 2006 None - No

rectifyf3-67s51 Unknown 2006 None - No
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AmendmentZc_Parcels Unknown 2006 None No No

CLTC Unknown 1993 Incomplete No No

GOVT OF GUAM - FINAL-
OVERALL

Unknown Unknown None - No

GOVT OF GUAM - FINAL-
OVERALL

Unknown Unknown None - No

AGANA OVERLAY Unknown Unknown None - No

AGANA-PRE-WAR Unknown Unknown None - No

GOVT OF GUAM - FINAL-
OVERALL

Unknown Unknown None - No

GOVT OF GUAM - FINAL-
OVERALL

Unknown Unknown None - No

Land Summit Public Lands Unknown Unknown None - No

93GGNCOGO Multiple CAD datasets Unknown None - No

Dept. of Land Management
Management Land Inventory
Listing

Unknown Unknown None - No

Land Summit Public Lands
Update

Unknown Unknown None - No

Parcel and Lot Database Unknown Unknown None - No

hagatna_hist_sites Historic sites in Hagatna - name field only 2000 Incomplete No No

historic_hagatna Historic sites in Hagatna - contains same fields as original
historic sites layer

2000 Incomplete;
Needs updated

No No

GIS_Data\Guam\Cadastral\DLM_CLTC_Data\

GIS_Data\Guam\Culture\Historic_Sites\
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historical_sites Location of historical sites 2000 Incomplete;
Needs updated

No No

wwii_historical_sites WW II historical sites derived from historic_sites layer - but
appears to be missing features that appear in original layer

2000 Incomplete No No

usgs_place_names USGS place names Unknown None No No

coastal_features Coastal features 3/5/2002 Incomplete No No

Currently there are no layers in this directory

Currently there are no layers in this directory

2000_census_blk_housing
_data

2000 census housing data by block - adjusted to 2005 NRCS
Quickbird

2000 None No No

2000_census_blk_poly 2000 census data by block - limited population data -
adjusted to 2005 NRCS Quickbird

2000 None No No

2000_census_blk_pop_data 2000 census population data by block - adjusted to 2005
NRCS Quickbird

2000 None No No

2000_census_blkgrp_1 2000 census data by block group - adjusted to 2005 NRCS
Quickbird

2000 None No No

GIS_Data\Guam\Culture\Placenames\

GIS_Data\Guam\Census\Pre1990\

GIS_Data\Guam\Census\1990\

GIS_Data\Guam\Census\2000\
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2000_census_blkgrp_2 2000 census data by block group - adjusted to 2005 NRCS
Quickbird

2000 None No No

2000_census_blkgrp_3 2000 census data by block group - adjusted to 2005 NRCS
Quickbird

2000 None No No

2000_census_blkgrp_4 2000 census data by block group - adjusted to 2005 NRCS
Quickbird

2000 None No No

2000_census_blkgrp_
boundaries

2000 census block group boundaries - adjusted to 2005
NRCS Quickbird

2000 None No No

2000_census_blkgrp_ total
_pop

2000 census data by blockgroup - total population only -
adjusted to 2005 NRCS Quickbird

2000 None No No

2000_census_tract_ boundaries 2000 census tract group boundaries - adjusted to 2005 NRCS
Quickbird

2000 None No No

2000_census_tract_total _pop 2000 census data by tract - total population only - adjusted to
2005 NRCS Quickbird

2000 None No No

Currently there are no layers in this directory

Currently there are no layers in this directory

Currently there are no layers in this directory

GIS_Data\Guam\Climate\Precipitation\

GIS_Data\Guam\Disaster_Events\Earthquakes\

GIS_Data\Guam\Climate\Temperature\

GIS_Data\Guam\Disaster_Events\Storms\Chaba\
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typh_chaba_assess Focus areas for commercial business disaster assessment
after typhoon Chaba

2003 Incomplete No No

Damage_assessment Multiple data layers and associated information for Chataan
damage assessment

Unknown - - No

Typhoon_pongsona_HWMs
_on _Guam

High water marks from super typhoon Pongsona Unknown None No No

Typhoon_pongsona_HWMs
_on_Guam

Symbology for Typhoon_pongsona_HWMs_on_Guam
shapefile

Unknown None - No

tingting_storm focus areas for commercial business disaster assessment after
tropical storm TingTing

2004 Incomplete; date
incorrect

No No

ts_tingting flood damaged areas following tropical storm tingting in
2004

2004 Incomplete No No

TS TingTing coastal survey Unknown 2004 - - No

.rdf ts_tingting_flood Unknown 2004 - - No

Currently only Census data contains economic data

GIS_Data\Guam\Disaster_Events\Storms\Tingting\

GIS_Data\Guam\Economic\

GIS_Data\Guam\Disaster_Events\Storms\Chataan\

GIS_Data\Guam\Disaster_Events\Storms\Pongsona\
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baseball_fields Location of baseball fields 1993 Incomplete;
Needs updated

No No

boat_ramps Location of boat ramps 2006 None No No

buildings Location of buildings based on 1993 orthos 1993 Incomplete No No

buildings_adj_2004_ikonos Location of buildings based on 1993 orthos - adjusted to align
with 2004 IKONOS image mosaic

1993; adj.
in 2005

Incomplete;
Needs updated

No No

businesses Business locations based on ? 2000 Incomplete No No

churches Location of churches 1993 Incomplete;
Needs updated

No No

clinics Location of clinics 2003 Incomplete;
Needs updated

No No

federal_installations Location of federal installations 1993 Incomplete No

federal_installations_no
_MARKPT

Location of federal installations adjusted to 2005 Quickbird
imagery provided by NRCS with MARKPT features removed

1993; alt.
in 2006

Incomplete;
Needs updated

No No

fire_stations Location of fire stations 1993 Incomplete;
Needs updated

No No

GovGuam Location of GovGuam facilities - but has 4 more features than
govguam_facilities layer

1993 Incomplete;
Needs updated

No No

govguam_facilities Location of GovGuam facilities 1993 Incomplete;
Needs updated

No No

landmarks Location of public landmarks, including schools, mayor's
offices, beaches, etc.

1993 Incomplete No No

landmarksfinal Location of public landmarks, including schools, mayor's
offices, beaches, etc.

1993 Incomplete No No

landmarksfinal Symbology for location of public landmarks, including
schools, mayor's offices, beaches, etc.

1993 Incomplete - No

hospitals Location of hospitals - but does not include Old GMH 1993 Incomplete;
Needs updated

No No

hospitals_and_clinics Location of hospitals and clinics 1993 Incomplete;
Needs updated

No No

hotels Location of hotels Unknown None No No

GIS_Data\Guam\Facilities\
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marinas Location of marinas - includes several more marinas than in
landmarks layers

2004 Incomplete;
Needs updated

No No

mayors_offices Location of mayor's offices Unknown None No No

parks Location of parks - includes Talofofo Beach Park and
Saluglula Saltwater Pool Park (not in other layers)

1993 Incomplete;
Needs updated

No No

parks_recfac Location of parks, baseball fields, and rec facilities derived
from rec_facilities layer

1993 Incomplete;
Needs updated

No No

PARKS CAD Feature Dataset of GovGuam parks Unknown None - No

PARKS CAD Drawing of GovGuam parks Unknown None - No

.rtf parks_inventory Unknown 4/1599 - - No

police Location of police stations updated in 12/06 12/4/06 Incomplete No No

post_offices Location of post offices derived from landmarks layer 1993 Incomplete;
Needs updated

No No

private_schools Location of private schools derived from landmarks layer 1993 Incomplete No No

public_schools_2005 Location of public schools - created in 2005 7/2005 Incomplete;
Needs updated

No No

public_schools Location of public schools – created in 1993 1993 Incomplete No No

rec_facilities Department of Parks and Recreation facilities - baseball
fields, parks, recreation sites, marinas, and beaches

1993 Incomplete;
Needs updated

No No

schools Location of public and private schools - created in 1993 1993 Incomplete;
Needs updated

No No

AGANA Draft building footprints layer developed by NextGen 2007 None No No

AGANA HEIGHTS Draft building footprints layer developed by NextGen 2007 None No No

AGAT Draft building footprints layer developed by NextGen 2007 None No No

ASAN Draft building footprints layer developed by NextGen 2007 None No No

GIS_Data\Guam\Facilities\Building_Footprints\
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BARRIGADA Draft building footprints layer developed by NextGen 2007 None No No

CHALAN PAGO Draft building footprints layer developed by NextGen 2007 None No No

CHALANPAGO-ORDOT Draft building footprints layer developed by NextGen 2007 None No No

DEDEDO Draft building footprints layer developed by NextGen 2007 None No No

INARAJAN Draft building footprints layer developed by NextGen 2007 None No No

MANGILAO Draft building footprints layer developed by NextGen 2007 None No No

MERIZO Draft building footprints layer developed by NextGen 2007 None No No

MONGMONG TOTO MAITE Draft building footprints layer developed by NextGen 2007 None No No

PITI Draft building footprints layer developed by NextGen 2007 None No No

SANTA RITA Draft building footprints layer developed by NextGen 2007 None No No

SINAJANA Draft building footprints layer developed by NextGen 2007 None No No

TALOFOFO Draft building footprints layer developed by NextGen 2007 None No No

TAMUNING Draft building footprints layer developed by NextGen 2007 None No No

UMATAC Draft building footprints layer developed by NextGen 2007 None No No

YONA Draft building footprints layer developed by NextGen 2007 None No No

agana_monument Location of Agana monument Unknown None No No

survey_points Location of survey points Unknown None No No

gps1987 HARN survey points ? 2004 None No No

126623 HARN survey points ? 2004 None No No

SURVEY_MARK Survey mark database provided by DLM Unknown - - No

GIS_Data\Guam\Geodetic\
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geology Geological information for Guam developed by
USGS/WERI in 2000

2000 Incomplete No No

basement volcanics_UTM63 Unknown (except that it relates to volcanic basemap data for
Guam)

Unknown None No No

BVM_TIM Unknown (except that it relates to volcanic basemap data for
Guam)

Unknown None - No

tin Unknown (except that it relates to volcanic basemap data for
Guam)

Unknown None - No

tin_hard_line Unknown (except that it relates to volcanic basemap data for
Guam)

Unknown None - No

tingrid Unknown (except that it relates to volcanic basemap data for
Guam)

Unknown None - No

guam_soil Unknown Unknown None - No

soils Soils data developed by USGS/WERI 2000 Incomplete No No

soilmu_a_pb640 Unknown Unknown None No No

soilmu_l_pb640 Unknown Unknown None No No

soilmu_p_pb640 Unknown Unknown None No No

soilmu_a_pb640 Unknown Unknown None No No

soilmu_l_pb640 Unknown Unknown None No No

soilmu_p_pb640 Unknown Unknown None No No

NRCS_Tabular_Info Folder containing tabular data provided with NRCS soil data
for Guam

GIS_Data\Guam\Geomorphology\Geology\

GIS_Data\Guam\Hazard\Earthquakes\

GIS_Data\Guam\Geomorphology\Soils\
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Currently there are no layers in this directory

flood Flood information for Guam provided by ? based on ? 2000 Incomplete No No

10m_flood_zone 10m flood zone created using 1993 DEM 2004 None No No

5m_flood_zone 5m flood zone created using 1993 DEM 2004 None No No

s_base_index Orthophoto tiles layer provided with 2006 FEMA DFIRM
update

2006 None No No

s_bfe Base flood elevations layer provided with 2006 FEMA
DFIRM update

2006 None No No

S_CST_TSCT_LN Coastal transects layer provided with 2006 FEMA DFIRM
update

2006 None No No

s_firm_pan FRIM panels layer provided with 2006 FEMA DFIRM
update

2006 None No No

s_fld_haz_ar Flood hazard areas layer provided with 2006 FEMA DFIRM
update

2006 None No No

s_fld_haz_ln Flood hazard boundaries layer provided with 2006 FEMA
DFIRM update

2006 None No No

s_gen_struct Hydraulic structures layer provided with 2006 FEMA
DFIRM update

2006 None No No

s_label_ld Label leaders layer provided with 2006 FEMA DFIRM
update

2006 None No No

s_label_pt Label points layer provided with 2006 FEMA DFIRM
update

2006 None No No

s_lomr LOMRs layer provided with 2006 FEMA DFIRM update 2006 None No No

GIS_Data\Guam\Hazard\Flood\

GIS_Data\Guam\Hazard\Flood\DFIRM\
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s_perm_bmk Benchmarks layer provided with 2006 FEMA DFIRM
update

2006 None No No

s_pol_ar Political areas layer provided with 2006 FEMA DFIRM
update

2006 None No No

s_pol_ln Political boundaries layer provided with 2006 FEMA
DFIRM update

2006 None No No

s_quad_index USGS quad index layer provided with 2006 FEMA DFIRM
update

2006 None No No

s_wtr_ar Surface water areas layer provided with 2006 FEMA DFIRM
update

2006 None No No

s_wtr_ln Surface water lines layer provided with 2006 FEMA DFIRM
update

2006 None No No

s_xs Cross sections layer provided with 2006 FEMA DFIRM
update

2006 None No No

all_storm_tracks Worldwide database of storm tracks between 1945 and
2006

2006 None No No

storm_tracks_150mi_buffer
_1979-2005

Storm tracks for storms that occurred within 150 miles of
Guam between 1979 and 2005 (derived from worldwide
database of storm tracks between 1945 and 2006)

2006 None No No

Currently there are no layers in this directory

hydro Rivers Unknown None No No

GIS_Data\Guam\Hydrography\Currents\

GIS_Data\Guam\Hydrography\Streams\

GIS_Data\Guam\Hazard\Storms\
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rivers_oct06 Rivers layer created by Maria Kottermeier in Oct '06 10/2006 Incomplete;
Needs updated

No No

watershed_clipped Watersheds created by WERI in 2000 - converted to
polygons and clipped to shoreline (not including small
islands)

2000 None No No

watershed_clipped_with
_islands

Watersheds created by WERI in 2000 - converted to
polygons and clipped to shoreline (included small islands)

2000 None No No

watersheds_line Watersheds created by WERI in 2000 2000 Incomplete No No

watersheds_poly Watersheds created by WERI in 2000 - converted to
polygons

2000 None No No

Currently there are no layers in this directory

guam_for_1993_ecen_geo USGS Digital Ortho Quarter Quadrangle mosaic 1993 Complete - No

guam_for_1993_n_geo USGS Digital Ortho Quarter Quadrangle mosaic 1993 Complete - No

guam_for_1993_ncen_geo USGS Digital Ortho Quarter Quadrangle mosaic 1993 Complete - No

guam_for_1993_scen_geo USGS Digital Ortho Quarter Quadrangle mosaic 1993 Complete - No

guam_for_1993_south_geo USGS Digital Ortho Quarter Quadrangle mosaic 1993 Complete - No

guam_for_1993_wcen_geo USGS Digital Ortho Quarter Quadrangle mosaic 1993 Complete - No

guam_for_tumon_geo1 USGS Digital Ortho Quarter Quadrangle mosaic 1993 Complete - No

GIS_Data\Guam\Hydrography\Watersheds\

GIS_Data\Guam\Imagery\Aerials\

GIS_Data\Guam\Imagery\DOQs\
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guam_forestry_central_geo1 USGS Digital Ortho Quarter Quadrangle mosaic 1993 Complete - No

guam_forestry_ne_geo1 USGS Digital Ortho Quarter Quadrangle mosaic 1993 Complete - No

guam_forestry_nw_geo1 USGS Digital Ortho Quarter Quadrangle mosaic 1993 Complete - No

orthose_sht31_45 Unknown Unknown - - No

s66_010 Unknown Unknown - - No

guam_landsat_1999 Landsat scene from 1999 1999 None - No

guam_landsat_2000 Landsat scene from 2000 2000 Incomplete;
needs updated

- No

guam_msi_1_hihres1_g93
_mm8

Multispectral tile from 2002 IKONOS image mosaic 2002 Incomplete - No

guam_msi_2_hihres1_g93
_mm8

Multispectral tile from 2002 IKONOS image mosaic 2002 Incomplete - No

guam_msi_3_hihres1_g93
_mm8

Multispectral tile from 2002 IKONOS image mosaic 2002 Incomplete - No

guam_msi_4_hihres1_g93
_mm8

Multispectral tile from 2002 IKONOS image mosaic 2002 Incomplete - No

guam_msi_5_hihres1_g93
_mm8

Multispectral tile from 2002 IKONOS image mosaic 2002 Incomplete - No

guam_msi_6_hihres1_g93
_mm8

Multispectral tile from 2002 IKONOS image mosaic 2002 Incomplete - No

guam_msi_7_hihres1_g93
_mm8

Multispectral tile from 2002 IKONOS image mosaic 2002 Incomplete - No

guam_msi_10_hihres1_g93
_mm8

Multispectral tile from 2002 IKONOS image mosaic 2002 Incomplete - No

GIS_Data\Guam\Imagery\IKONOS\2002\

GIS_Data\Guam\Imagery\Landsat\
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guam_msi_hires1_mos_g93
_mm8

Multispectral tile from 2002 IKONOS image mosaic 2002 Incomplete - No

guam_pan_1011m_highres
_g93_mm8

Panchromatic tile from 2002 IKONOS image mosaic 2002 Incomplete - No

guam_pan_12m_hires_g93
_mm8

Panchromatic tile from 2002 IKONOS image mosaic 2002 Incomplete - No

guam_pan_1617m_hires
_g93_mm8

Panchromatic tile from 2002 IKONOS image mosaic 2002 Incomplete - No

guam_pan_34m_hires_g93
_mm8

Panchromatic tile from 2002 IKONOS image mosaic 2002 Incomplete - No

guam_pan_5m_hires_g93
_mm8

Panchromatic tile from 2002 IKONOS image mosaic 2002 Incomplete - No

guam_pan_67m_hires_g93
_mm8

Panchromatic tile from 2002 IKONOS image mosaic 2002 Incomplete - No

guam_pan_89m_hires_g93
_mm8

Panchromatic tile from 2002 IKONOS image mosaic 2002 Incomplete - No

guam_pan_hires_mos1_g93
_mm8

2002 panchromatic IKONOS satellite image mosaic - north
half of island

2002 Incomplete - No

guam_pan_hires_mos2_g93
_mm8

2002 panchromatic IKONOS satellite image mosaic - south
half of island

2002 Incomplete - No

guam_ikonos_mosaic 2002 multispectral IKONOS satellite image mosaic - central
portion uses different tiles than in other msi mosaic

2002 Incomplete - No

guam_ikonos_mosaic_msi_ 03b 2001-2003 multispectral IKONOS image mosaic produced
by NOAA CSC

2003 Complete - No

guam03_msi_rat_mos1 _final 2001-2003 multispectral IKONOS image mosaic produced
by NOAA CSC

2003 Complete - No

guam_101263_000_rat_pan Individual panchromatic 2001 - 2003 IKONOS image tile 2003 Complete - No

guam_101263_001_rat_pan Individual panchromatic 2001 - 2003 IKONOS image tile 2003 Complete - No

guam_101263_100_rat_pan Individual panchromatic 2001 - 2003 IKONOS image tile 2003 Complete - No

GIS_Data\Guam\Imagery\IKONOS\2003\
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guam_101263_101_rat_pan Individual panchromatic 2001 - 2003 IKONOS image tile 2003 Complete - No

guam_101263_200_rat_pan Individual panchromatic 2001 - 2003 IKONOS image tile 2003 Complete - No

guam_101263_201_rat_pan Individual panchromatic 2001 - 2003 IKONOS image tile 2003 Complete - No

guam_101263_300_rat_pan Individual panchromatic 2001 - 2003 IKONOS image tile 2003 Complete - No

guam_101263_301_rat_pan Individual panchromatic 2001 - 2003 IKONOS image tile 2003 Complete - No

achang_pan_sharp Pansharpened clip of achang mpa from 2004 multispectral
IKONOS image mosaic

2004 Incomplete;
Needs updated

- No

achang_rect_clip Re-georectified clip of Achang MPA from 2004
multispectral IKONOS image mosaic

2004 Incomplete;
Needs updated

- No

apra_piti_clip_non-rect Clip of Apra Harbor and Piti MPA from 2004 multispectral
IKONOS image mosaic

2004 Incomplete;
Needs updated

- No

apra_piti_clip_rect_sharp Pansharpened and re-georectified clip of Apra harbor and
Piti MPA from 2004 multispectral IKONOS image mosaic

2004 Incomplete;
Needs updated

- No

apra_piti_pansharp_no_piti Pansharpened and re-georectified clip of Apra harbor and
Piti MPA from 2004 multispectral IKONOS image mosaic,
with Piti area removed (for display in ArcScene with
bathymetry data)

2004 Incomplete;
Needs updated

- No

cocos_achang_sharp_rect Pansharpened and re-georectified clip of Cocos Lagoon and
Achang MPA from 2004 multispectral IKONOS image
mosaic

2004 Incomplete;
Needs updated

- No

cocos_achang_sharp_rect_
no_cocos_achang

Pansharpened and re-georectified clip of Cocos Lagoon and
Achang MPA from 2004 multispectral IKONOS image
mosaic, with Cocos and Achang areas removed (for display
in ArcScene with bathymetry data)

2004 Incomplete;
Needs updated

- No

cocos_clip_rect Re-georectified clip of Cocos Lagoon from 2004
multispectral IKONOS image mosaic

2004 Incomplete;
Needs updated

- No

cocos_rect_sharp Pansharpened and re-georectified clip of Cocos Lagoon from
2004 multispectral IKONOS image mosaic

2004 Incomplete;
Needs updated

- No

double_reef_clip_rect Re-georectified clip of Double Reef from 2004 multispectral
IKONOS image mosaic

2004 Incomplete;
Needs updated

- No

GIS_Data\Guam\Imagery\IKONOS\2004\
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double_reef_clip_rect_sharp Pansharpened and re-georectified clip of Double Reef from
2004 multispectral IKONOS image mosaic

2004 Incomplete;
Needs updated

- No

guam04_msi_rat_mos_no
_water

2001-2004 multispectral IKONOS image mosaic produced
by NOAA CSC - with water pixels removed

2004 Incomplete;
Needs updated

- No

No guam04_msi_rat_mos_no_water Layer file for 2001-2004 multispectral IKONOS image
mosaic produced by NOAA CSC - with water pixels
removed

2004 Incomplete;
Needs updated

- No

guam04_pan_rat_mos 2001-2004 multispectral IKONOS image mosaic produced
by NOAA CSC

2004 Complete - No

guam04_msi_rat_mos 2001-2004 panchromatic IKONOS image mosaic produced
by NOAA CSC

2004 Complete - No

guam04_msi_rat_mos_no_
achang_cocos

2004 msi IKONOS image with pixels within extent of Cocos
Lagoon shoals lidar data removed (for creating 3D
topo/bathy map

2004 Incomplete;
Needs updated

- No

guam04_msi_rat_mos_no
_swcoast

2004 msi IKONOS image with pixels within extent of SW
coast shoals lidar data removed (for creating 3D topo/bathy
map

2004 Incomplete;
Needs updated

- No

guam04_msi_rat_mos_no_piti 2004 msi IKONOS image with pixels within extent of Piti
shoals lidar data removed (for creating 3D topo/bathy map

2004 Incomplete;
Needs updated

- No

guam04_msi_rat_mos_no_piti
_swcoast

2004 msi IKONOS image with pixels within extent of Piti
and SW coast shoals lidar data removed (for creating 3D
topo/bathy map

2004 Incomplete;
Needs updated

- No

pago_sharp_rect Pansharpened and re-georectified clip of Pago Bay from
2004 multispectral IKONOS image mosaic

2004 Incomplete;
Needs updated

- No

pago_clip_non-rect Clip of Pago Bay from 2004 multispectral IKONOS image
mosaic

2004 Incomplete;
Needs updated

- No

piti_clip_rect Re-georectified clip of Piti MPA from 2004 multispectral
IKONOS image mosaic

2004 Incomplete;
Needs updated

- No

piti_rect_sharp Pansharpened and re-georectified clip of Piti MPA from
2004 multispectral IKONOS image mosaic

2004 Incomplete;
Needs updated

- No

se_coast_sharp Pansharpened clip of southeast coast from 2004 multispectral
IKONOS image mosaic

2004 Incomplete;
Needs updated

- No

southwest_coast_clip_non-
rect

Clip of southwest coast from 2004 multispectral IKONOS
image mosaic

2004 Incomplete;
Needs updated

- No

sw_coast_sharp Pansharpened clip of southwest coast from 2004
multispectral IKONOS image mosaic

2004 Incomplete;
Needs updated

- No
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talofofo_clip_non-rect Clip of Talofofo coast from 2004 multispectral IKONOS
image mosaic

2004 Incomplete;
Needs updated

- No

talofofo_sharp Pansharpened clip of Talofofo coast from 2004 multispectral
IKONOS image mosaic

2004 Incomplete;
Needs updated

- No

tumon_agana_clip_rect Re-georectified clip of Tumon and Agana Bays from 2004
multispectral IKONOS image mosaic

2004 Incomplete;
Needs updated

- No

tumon_agana_clip_rect_
sharp

Pansharpened and re-georectified clip of Tumon and Agana
Bays from 2004 multispectral IKONOS image mosaic

2004 Incomplete;
Needs updated

- No

tumon_rect_sharp Pansharpened and re-georectified clip of Tumon Bay from
2004 multispectral IKONOS image mosaic

2004 Incomplete;
Needs updated

- No

guam_124366_msi Tile of multispectral IKONOS image provided by NOAA
Biogeography Team - year unknown)

Unknown None - No

guam_corrected_000 Tile of multispectral IKONOS image provided by NOAA
Biogeography Team - year unknown)

Unknown None - No

guam_corrected_001 Tile of multispectral IKONOS image provided by NOAA
Biogeography Team - year unknown)

Unknown None - No

guam_corrected_002 Tile of multispectral IKONOS image provided by NOAA
Biogeography Team - year unknown)

Unknown None - No

guam_corrected_003 Tile of multispectral IKONOS image provided by NOAA
Biogeography Team - year unknown)

Unknown None - No

guam_corrected_004 Tile of multispectral IKONOS image provided by NOAA
Biogeography Team - year unknown)

Unknown None - No

guam_corrected_005 Tile of multispectral IKONOS image provided by NOAA
Biogeography Team - year unknown)

Unknown None - No

Guam_Mosaic Multispectral image mosaic used by NOAA Biogeography
Team to develop benthic habitat data

Unknown Complete - No

guam_msi_001 Tile of multispectral IKONOS image provided by NOAA
Biogeography Team - year unknown)

Unknown None - No

guam_msi_009 Tile of multispectral IKONOS image provided by NOAA
Biogeography Team - year unknown)

Unknown None - No

GIS_Data\Guam\Imagery\IKONOS\NOAA_Biogeo\
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AGANA 2005 panchromatic Quickbird scene provided by FEMA 2005 Complete - No

AGAT 2005 panchromatic Quickbird scene provided by FEMA 2005 Complete - No

APRA_HARBOR 2005 panchromatic Quickbird scene provided by FEMA 2005 Complete - No

DEDEDO 2005 panchromatic Quickbird scene provided by FEMA 2005 Complete - No

INARAJAN 2005 panchromatic Quickbird scene provided by FEMA 2005 Complete - No

MERIZO 2005 panchromatic Quickbird scene provided by FEMA 2005 Complete - No

PATI_POINT 2005 panchromatic Quickbird scene provided by FEMA 2005 Complete - No

RITIDIAN_POINT 2005 panchromatic Quickbird scene provided by FEMA 2005 Complete - No

TALOFOFO 2005 panchromatic Quickbird scene provided by FEMA 2005 Complete - No

GUAM_Pansharp1_1 2005 pansharpened Quickbird scene provided by Navy 2005 None - No

GUAM_Pansharf1_2 2005 pansharpened Quickbird scene provided by Navy 2005 None - No

GUAM_Pansharp2_1 2005 pansharpened Quickbird scene provided by Navy 2005 None - No

GUAM_Pansharp2_2 2005 pansharpened Quickbird scene provided by Navy 2005 None - No

highres1-1c_s_66010 Pan-sharpened 2005 Quickbird mosaic provided by NRCS
(near-infrared composite)

2005 Complete - No

highres1-1c_n_66010 Pan-sharpened 2005 Quickbird mosaic provided by NRCS
(true-color composite)

2005 Complete - No

GIS_Data\Guam\Imagery\Quickbird\2005_FEMA\

GIS_Data\Guam\Imagery\Quickbird\2005_Navy\

GIS_Data\Guam\Imagery\Quickbird\2005_NRCS\
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guam_tiles1 Tile from 2005 Quickbird mosaic provided by USFS None - No

guam_tiles2 Tile from 2005 Quickbird mosaic provided by USFS None - No

guam_tiles3_e Tile from 2005 Quickbird mosaic provided by USFS None - No

guam_tiles3_w Tile from 2005 Quickbird mosaic provided by USFS None - No

guam_tiles4 Tile from 2005 Quickbird mosaic provided by USFS None - No

guam_tiles5_a1 Tile from 2005 Quickbird mosaic provided by USFS None - No

guam_tiles5_a2 Tile from 2005 Quickbird mosaic provided by USFS None - No

guam_tiles_a21 Tile from 2005 Quickbird mosaic provided by USFS None - No

Guam_Mosaic_8bit1_2 Tile from more recent pansharpened 2005 Quickbird mosaic
provided by USFS

None - No

Guam_Mosaic_8bit_1_3 Tile from more recent pansharpened 2005 Quickbird mosaic
provided by USFS

None - No

Guam_Mosaic_8bit_2_1 Tile from more recent pansharpened 2005 Quickbird mosaic
provided by USFS

None - No

Guam_Mosaic_8bit_2_2 Tile from more recent pansharpened 2005 Quickbird mosaic
provided by USFS

None - No

Guam_Mosaic_8bit_2_3 Tile from more recent pansharpened 2005 Quickbird mosaic
provided by USFS

None - No

Guam_Mosaic_8bit_3_1 Tile from more recent pansharpened 2005 Quickbird mosaic
provided by USFS

None - No

Guam_Mosaic_8bit_3_2 Tile from more recent pansharpened 2005 Quickbird mosaic
provided by USFS

None - No

GIS_Data\Guam\Imagery\Quickbird\2005_USFS\

GIS_Data\Guam\Imagery\Quickbird\2005_USFS_2\
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guam_map_grid Index for Guam Uniform Mapping System 2002 Complete No No

Guam_Map_Grid Dataset of the Guam Uniform Mapping System, including
index of sheets for basic map series and for 1992 orthos ;
based on Guam Map Grid using the Guam 63 datum

2002 Incomplete No No

GUGS_GGN93_original
_1km2

Index grid for GGN93 using 1km2 quads 2006 None No No

GUGS_GGN93_original
_sheets

Sheets for GGN93 index grid 2006 None No No

GUGS_GGN63_original
_1km2

Index grid for GGTN63 using 1km2 quads Unknown None No No

GUGS_GGN63_original
_sheets

Sheets for GGTN63 index grid Unknown None No No

guam_grid Unknown Unknown None No No

guam_grid_line Unknown Unknown None No No

guam_grid_poly Unknown Unknown None No No

Quads_utm55_meter Index grid for USGS quads Unknown None No No

zip_code Provides zip code information for each municipality Unknown None No No

guam_ocean_mask Polygon of ocean surrounding Guam (main island and small
islands are removed) - based on ? imagery

2004 Incomplete;
Needs updated

No No

See Guam Facilities

GIS_Data\Guam\Index\

GIS_Data\Guam\Misc\

GIS_Data\Guam\Public_Health\
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See Guam Facilities

Many layers in this directory pending addition to
inventory list

10m_contours_3d Unknown Unknown None No No

guam_10m_contours 10m contours created using 1993 Digital elevation model
(DEM)

1993 Incomplete No No

lessthan20mcontour Elevation contours less than 20 meters created using 1993
DEM

1993 Incomplete No No

lowlying_areas Elevation contours less than 20 meters created using 1993
DEM - identical to lessthan20mcontour layer

1993 Incomplete;
Needs updated

No No

topo_bathy_contours Topography and bathymetry contours created using ? Unknown None No No

dem_modified Digital elevation model (DEM) with unknown
modification

1993 None - No

dem_no_water Digital elevation model (DEM) with water pixels removed 1993 None - No

dem_shdrlf Digital elevation model (DEM) with shaded relief 1993 None - No

dem_tin TIN version of digital elevation model (DEM) 1993 None - No

GIS_Data\Guam\Public_Safety\

GIS_Data\Guam\Temp\

GIS_Data\Guam\Topography\Land\Contour\

GIS_Data\Guam\Topography\Land\DEM\
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guam_dem_10m USGS Digital Elevation Model with 10sq.m. pixels 1993 None - No

guam_dem_2002 2002 update to USGS Digital Elevation Model 1993 Complete - No

AGAT Folder contains .do files and coverages for 2002 digital
Line Graphic (DLG) data for portions of Guam

2002 None - No

APRA HARBOR Folder contains .do files and coverages for 2002 digital
Line Graphic (DLG) data for portions of Guam

2002 None - No

DEDEDO Folder contains .do files and coverages for 2002 digital
Line Graphic (DLG) data for portions of Guam

2002 None - No

DEDEDO OE E Folder contains .do files and coverages for 2002 digital
Line Graphic (DLG) data for portions of Guam

2002 None - No

HAGATNA Folder contains .do files for 2002 digital Line Graphic
(DLG) data for portions of Guam

2002 None - No

INARAJAN Folder contains .do files for 2002 digital Line Graphic
(DLG) data for portions of Guam

2002 None - No

MERIZO Folder contains .do files for 2002 digital Line Graphic
(DLG) data for portions of Guam

2002 None - No

PATI PT Folder contains .do files for 2002 digital Line Graphic
(DLG) data for portions of Guam

2002 None No

RITIDIAN Folder contains .do files for 2002 digital Line Graphic
(DLG) data for portions of Guam

2002 -

TALOFOFO Folder contains .do files for 2002 digital Line Graphic
(DLG) data for portions of Guam

2002 None - No

guam50kutmtiffed_
GuamGrid63

Georectified tif file of 1:50,000-scale USGS Topo map Unknown None - No

GIS_Data\Guam\Topography\Land\DLG\

GIS_Data\Guam\Topography\Land\DRG\
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agat 2002 Digital Raster Graphic (DRG) for portion of Guam -
map elements clipped out

2002 None - No

apraharbor 2002 Digital Raster Graphic (DRG) for portion of Guam -
map elements clipped out

2002 None - No

dededo 2002 Digital Raster Graphic (DRG) for portion of Guam -
map elements clipped out

2002 None - No

hagatna 2002 Digital Raster Graphic (DRG) for portion of Guam -
map elements clipped out

2002 None - No

inarajan 2002 Digital Raster Graphic (DRG) for portion of Guam -
map elements clipped out

2002 None - No

merizo 2002 Digital Raster Graphic (DRG) for portion of Guam -
map elements clipped out

2002 None - No

Patipt 2002 Digital Raster Graphic (DRG) for portion of Guam -
map elements clipped out

2002 None - No

ritidianpt 2002 Digital Raster Graphic (DRG) for portion of Guam -
map elements clipped out

2002 None - No

talofofo 2002 Digital Raster Graphic (DRG) for portion of Guam -
map elements clipped out

2002 None - No

guam50kutmtiffed_
GuamGrid63

Unknown 2002 None - No

AGAT 2002 Digital Raster Graphic (DRG) for portion of Guam -
map elements included

2002 None - No

APRAHARBOR 2002 Digital Raster Graphic (DRG) for portion of Guam -
map elements included

2002 None - No

DEDEDO 2002 Digital Raster Graphic (DRG) for portion of Guam -
map elements included

2002 None - No

HAGATNA 2002 Digital Raster Graphic (DRG) for portion of Guam -
map elements included

2002 None - No

GIS_Data\Guam\Topography\Land\DRG\Clipped\

GIS_Data\Guam\Topography\Land\DRG\UnClipped\
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INARAJAN 2002 Digital Raster Graphic (DRG) for portion of Guam -
map elements included

2002 None - No

MERIZO 2002 Digital Raster Graphic (DRG) for portion of Guam -
map elements included

2002 None - No

PATIPT 2002 Digital Raster Graphic (DRG) for portion of Guam -
map elements included

2002 None - No

RITIDIANPT 2002 Digital Raster Graphic (DRG) for portion of Guam -
map elements included

2002 None - No

TALOFOFO 2002 Digital Raster Graphic (DRG) for portion of Guam -
map elements included

2002 None - No

Currently there are no layers in this directory

Currently there are no layers in this directory

81004_1 NOAA Nautical Charts for Guam and CNMI - require
ChartViewer extension for ArcGIS to view

Unknown None - No

81048_1 NOAA Nautical Charts for Guam and CNMI - require
ChartViewer extension for ArcGIS to view

Unknown None - No

81048_2 NOAA Nautical Charts for Guam and CNMI - require
ChartViewer extension for ArcGIS to view

Unknown None - No

81054_1 NOAA Nautical Charts for Guam and CNMI - require
ChartViewer extension for ArcGIS to view

Unknown None - No

81063_1 NOAA Nautical Charts for Guam and CNMI - require
ChartViewer extension for ArcGIS to view

Unknown None - No

GIS_Data\Guam\Topography\Marine\Charts\

GIS_Data\Guam\Topography\Land\Slope\

GIS_Data\Guam\Topography\Marine\Acoustic\
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81067_1 NOAA Nautical Charts for Guam and CNMI - require
ChartViewer extension for ArcGIS to view

Unknown None - No

81071_1 NOAA Nautical Charts for Guam and CNMI - require
ChartViewer extension for ArcGIS to view

Unknown None - No

81071_2 NOAA Nautical Charts for Guam and CNMI - require
ChartViewer extension for ArcGIS to view

Unknown None - No

81076_1 NOAA Nautical Charts for Guam and CNMI - require
ChartViewer extension for ArcGIS to view

Unknown None - No

81086_1 NOAA Nautical Charts for Guam and CNMI - require
ChartViewer extension for ArcGIS to view

Unknown None - No

81086_2 NOAA Nautical Charts for Guam and CNMI - require
ChartViewer extension for ArcGIS to view

Unknown None - No

81086_3 NOAA Nautical Charts for Guam and CNMI - require
ChartViewer extension for ArcGIS to view

Unknown None - No

81086_4 NOAA Nautical Charts for Guam and CNMI - require
ChartViewer extension for ArcGIS to view

Unknown None - No

81086_5 NOAA Nautical Charts for Guam and CNMI - require
ChartViewer extension for ArcGIS to view

Unknown None - No

81086_6 NOAA Nautical Charts for Guam and CNMI - require
ChartViewer extension for ArcGIS to view

Unknown None - No

81086_7 NOAA Nautical Charts for Guam and CNMI - require
ChartViewer extension for ArcGIS to view

Unknown None - No

81086_8 NOAA Nautical Charts for Guam and CNMI - require
ChartViewer extension for ArcGIS to view

Unknown None - No

81086_9 NOAA Nautical Charts for Guam and CNMI - require
ChartViewer extension for ArcGIS to view

Unknown None - No

81092_1 NOAA Nautical Charts for Guam and CNMI - require
ChartViewer extension for ArcGIS to view

Unknown None - No

81092_2 NOAA Nautical Charts for Guam and CNMI - require
ChartViewer extension for ArcGIS to view

Unknown None - No

Guam_RNC NOAA Nautical Charts for Guam and CNMI - require
ChartViewer extension for ArcGIS to view

Unknown None - No

GIS_Data\Guam\Topography\Marine\Lidar\SHOALS\
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SHOALS_lidar_raw_data 2001 -

lidar Geodatabase table created using raw XYZ SHOALS data
- difference from table in 100_b1.mdb unknown except
that it is a larger file

2001 None - No

Lidar_pts Point feature class created using raw XYZ SHOALS data
- difference from table in 100_b1.mdb unknown except
that it is a larger file

2001 None No No

Lidar_pts_r Point feature class created using raw XYZ SHOALS data
- difference from table in 100_b1.mdb unknown except
that it is a larger file

2001 None No No

100_b1 2001 -

lidar Geodatabase table created using raw XYZ SHOALS data 2001 None - No

Lidar_pts Point feature class created using raw XYZ SHOALS data 2001 None No No

Lidar_pts_r Point feature class created using raw XYZ SHOALS data 2001 None No No

SHOALS_CAD_drawings Multiple CAD drawings for SHOALS Lidar data 2001 None - No

achang_raster Raster of Achang Reef Flat Marine Preserve created using
SHOALS LIDAR data

2001 None - No

agana_bay_out Raster of portion of Agana Bay created using SHOALS
LIDAR data

2001 None - No

apra_harbor Raster of Apra Harbor created using SHOALS LIDAR
data

2001 None - No

asan_raster Raster of coastal area in Asan (near Asan Cut) created
using SHOALS LIDAR data

2001 None - No

GIS_Data\Guam\Topography\Marine\Lidar\SHOALS\CAD_Data\

GIS_Data\Guam\Topography\Marine\Lidar\SHOALS\Rasters\
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cocos_achang Raster of Cocos Lagoon and Achang MPA created using
SHOALS LIDAR data

2001 None - No

cocos_raster Raster of Cocos Lagoon created using LIDAR data 2001 None - No

guam_raster Raster of select coastal areas of Guam created using
SHOALS LIDAR data

2001 None - No

luminao_east Raster of east portion of Luminao reef created using
SHOALS LIDAR data

2001 None - No

luminao_north Raster of northern portion of Luminao reef created using
SHOALS LIDAR data

2001 None - No

nps_asan Raster of Asan Cut area created from SHOALS Lidar data 2001 None - No

nps_agat Raster of portion of Agat nearshore area created from
SHOALS Lidar data

2001 None - No

outhouse Raster of outhouse beach area created using SHOALS
LIDAR data

2001 None - No

piti_raster Raster of Piti Bomb Holes Marine Preserve created using
SHOALS LIDAR data

2001 None - No

southeast_1 Raster of portion of southeastern coast of Guam created
using SHOALS LIDAR data

2001 None - No

southeast_2 Raster of portion of southeastern coast of Guam created
using SHOALS LIDAR data

2001 None - No

southeast_3 Raster of portion of southeastern coast of Guam created
using SHOALS LIDAR data

2001 None - No

southeast_4 Raster of portion of southeastern coast of Guam created
using SHOALS LIDAR data

2001 None - No

sw_coast Raster of southwest created using SHOALS LIDAR data 2001 None - No

tumon_1 Raster of portion ofTumon Bay created using SHOALS
LIDAR data

2001 None - No

tumon_2 Raster of portion ofTumon Bay created using SHOALS
LIDAR data

2001 None - No

tumon_3 Raster of portion ofTumon Bay created using SHOALS
LIDAR data

2001 None - No

w_agana Raster of West Agana Bay created using SHOALS
LIDAR data

2001 None - No
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Agana_Bay_Outer Point shapefile of Agana Bay created from SHOALS
Lidar data

2001 None No No

ApraHarbor Point shapefile of ApraHarbor created from SHOALS
Lidar data

2001 None No No

Cocos_Achang Point shapefile of Cocos_Achang created from SHOALS
Lidar data

2001 None No No

E_Agana_north Point shapefile of E_Agana_north created from SHOALS
Lidar data

2001 None No No

E_Agana_north_2 Point shapefile of E_Agana_north_2 created from
SHOALS Lidar data

2001 None No No

Luminao_east Point shapefile of Luminao_east created from SHOALS
Lidar data

2001 None No No

Luminao_north Point shapefile of Luminao_north created from SHOALS
Lidar data

2001 None No No

nps_lidar_asan_pts Point shapefile of Asan Cut area created from SHOALS
Lidar data

2001 None No No

nps_lidar_pts Point shapefile of Asan Cut area and portion of Agat
nearshore area created from SHOALS Lidar data

2001 None No No

nps_lidar_agat_pts Point shapefile of portion of Agat nearshore area created
from SHOALS Lidar data

2001 None No No

Outhouse_Beach Point shapefile of Outhouse_Beach created from
SHOALS Lidar data

2001 None No No

Piti_new Point shapefile of Piti_new created from SHOALS Lidar
data

2001 None No No

Southeast_1 Point shapefile of a portion of the southeast coast of
Guam created from SHOALS Lidar data

2001 None No No

Southeast_2 Point shapefile of a portion of the southeast coast of
Guam created from SHOALS Lidar data

2001 None No No

Southeast_3 Point shapefile of a portion of the southeast coast of
Guam created from SHOALS Lidar data

2001 None No No

Southeast_4 Point shapefile of a portion of the southeast coast of
Guam created from SHOALS Lidar data

2001 None No No

GIS_Data\Guam\Topography\Marine\Lidar\SHOALS\Shapefiles\
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Tumon_1 Point shapefile of a portion of Tumon Bay created from
SHOALS Lidar data

2001 None No No

Tumon_2 Point shapefile of a portion of Tumon Bay created from
SHOALS Lidar data

2001 None No No

Tumon_3 Point shapefile of a portion of Tumon Bay created from
SHOALS Lidar data

2001 None No No

W_agana Point shapefile of West Agana Bay created from
SHOALS Lidar data

2001 None No No

achang_tin TIN of Achang Reef Flat Marine Preserve created using
SHOALS LIDAR data

2001 None - No

agana_bay_outer_tin TIN of portion of Agana Bay created using SHOALS
LIDAR data

2001 None - No

apra_harbor_tin TIN of Apra Harbor created using SHOALS LIDAR data

asan_tin Tin of coastal area in Asan (near Asan Cut) created using
LIDAR data

2001 None - No

cocos_achang_tin Tin of Cocos lagoon and Achang MPA created using
LIDAR data

2001 None - No

cocos_tin TIN of Cocos Lagoon created using LIDAR data 2001 None - No

e_agana_north TIN of northern portion of east agana bay created using
LIDAR data

2001 None - None

e_agana_north_2 TIN of northern portion of east agana bay created using
LIDAR data

2001 None - None

guam_tin TIN of select coastal areas of Guam created using LIDAR
data

2001 None - No

luminao_east_tin TIN of eastern portion of Luminao reef created using
LIDAR data

2001 None - No

luminao_north_tin TIN of northern portion of Luminao reef created using
LIDAR data

2001 None - No

nps_asan_tin TIN of Asan Cut area created from SHOALS Lidar data 2001 None - No

nps_agat_tin TIN of portion of Agat nearshore area created from
SHOALS Lidar data

2001 None - No

GIS_Data\Guam\Topography\Marine\Lidar\SHOALS\TINs\
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outhouse_beach_tin TIN of Outhouse beach created using LIDAR data 2001 None - No

piti_new_tin TIN of Piti Bomb Holes Marine Preserve created using
LIDAR data

2001 None - No

piti_tin TIN of Piti Bomb Holes Marine Preserve created using
LIDAR data

2001 None - No

southeast_1_tin TIN of portion of southeast coast of Guam created using
LIDAR data

2001 None - No

southeast_2_tin TIN of portion of southeast coast of Guam created using
LIDAR data

2001 None - No

southeast_3_tin TIN of portion of southeast coast of Guam created using
LIDAR data

2001 None - No

southeast_4_tin TIN of portion of southeast coast of Guam created using
LIDAR data

2001 None - No

swcoast_tin TIN of southwest coast of Guam created using LIDAR
data

2001 None - No

tumon_1_tin TIN of portion of Tumon Bay created using SHOALS
LIDAR data

2001 None - No

tumon_2_tin TIN of portion of Tumon Bay created using SHOALS
LIDAR data

2001 None - No

tumon_3_tin TIN of portion of Tumon Bay created using LIDAR data 2001 None - No

w_agana_tin TIN of West Agana Bay created using LIDAR data 2001 None - No

ApraHarbor Lidar data points for Apra Harbor 2001 None - No

Guam Lidar data points for Guam 2001 None - No

guam_ne-5 Folder contains jpg and grd file for multibeam data of
northeast coast

2003 Complete - No

GIS_Data\Guam\Topography\Marine\Multibeam\

GIS_Data\Guam\Topography\Marine\Lidar\SHOALS\XYZ\
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ne_coast Raster of northeast coast created using multibeam data 2003 Incomplete;
Needs updated

- No

ne_coast_tin TIN of northeast coast created using multibeam data 2003 Incomplete;
Needs updated

- No

bathy_hlshd Hillshaded raster of bathymetry for the mariana island
chain (bathymetry created using satellite altimetry data)

Unknown None - No

mar_bathy Raster of bathymetry for the mariana island chain
(bathymetry created using satellite altimetry data)

Unknown None - No

mar_bathy Layer file providing symbology for raster of bathymetry
for the mariana island chain ( bathymetry created using
satellite altimetry data)

Unknown None - No

mar_bathy Text file containing original XYZ points used to create
taster of bathymetry for the mariana island chain
(bathymetry created using satellite altimetry data)

Unknown None - No

mar_bathy_tin TIN of bathymetry for the mariana island chain
(bathymetry created using satellite altimetry data)

Unknown None - No

mar_bathyXY Shapefile containing points used to create TIN of
bathymetry for the mariana island chain (bathymetry
created using satellite altimetry data)

Unknown None No No

agat_pg13 Scanned and georeferenced DPW Division of Highway
Planning map

1998 None - No

apra_piti_pg9 Scanned and georeferenced DPW Division of Highway
Planning map

1998 None - No

barridaga_pg6 Scanned and georeferenced DPW Division of Highway
Planning map

1998 None - No

central_villages_pg7 Scanned and georeferenced DPW Division of Highway
Planning map

1998 None - No

GIS_Data\Guam\Transportation\HP_Maps\

GIS_Data\Guam\Topography\Marine\Satellite_Telemetry\
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chalanpago_pg8 Scanned and georeferenced DPW Division of Highway
Planning map

1998 None - No

dededo_nw_pg4 Scanned and georeferenced DPW Division of Highway
Planning map

1998 None - No

highway_map_pg1 Scanned and georeferenced DPW Division of Highway
Planning map

1998 None - No

inarajan_pg16 Scanned and georeferenced DPW Division of Highway
Planning map

1998 None - No

mangilao_pg12 Scanned and georeferenced DPW Division of Highway
Planning map

1998 None - No

municipal_highway_map
_series

Scanned and georeferenced DPW Division of Highway
Planning map

1998 None - No

santarita_pg11 Scanned and georeferenced DPW Division of Highway
Planning map

1998 None - No

talofofo_pg14 Scanned and georeferenced DPW Division of Highway
Planning map

1998 None - No

tamuning_pg5 Scanned and georeferenced DPW Division of Highway
Planning map

1998 None - No

umatac_pg15 Scanned and georeferenced DPW Division of Highway
Planning map

1998 None - No

yigo_east_pg2 Scanned and georeferenced DPW Division of Highway
Planning map

1998 None - No

yigo_west_pg3 Scanned and georeferenced DPW Division of Highway
Planning map

1998 None - No

yona_pg10 Scanned and georeferenced DPW Division of Highway
Planning map

1998 None - No

airforce_roads_area Airforce roads (area) 1/19/04 Complete No No

airforce_roads_centerline Airforce roads 1/19/04 Complete No No

geo_roads_2005 Geocoded roads, updated in 2005 and adjusted to align
with 2004 IKONOS mosaic

2000; adj. In
2005

Incomplete;
Needs updated

No No

GIS_Data\Guam\Transportation\Streets\
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geo_roads_adjusted_original Geocoded roads, adjusted to align with 2004 IKONOS
mosaic

2000; adj. In
2005

Incomplete;
Needs updated

No No

geo_roads_adjusted_updated Geocoded roads, updated and adjusted to align with 2004
IKONOS mosaic

2000; adj. In
2005

Incomplete;
Needs updated

No No

geo_roads_original Original geocoded roads 2000 Incomplete;
Needs updated

No No

navy_main_base_roads Navy main base roads Unknown None No No

navy_ordnance_roads Navy ordnance roads Unknown None No No

streets Roads (non-geocoded) 2000 Incomplete No No

Currently there are no layers in this directory

Currently there are no layers in this directory

Reservoirs Locations of freshwater reservoirs collected by GWA
using GPS – may not be final version

Unknown None - No

sa19990219_2-04 Aerial photograph of section of Saipan Unknown Incomplete;
Needs update

- No

GIS_Data\Guam\Utilities\Power\

GIS_Data\Guam\Utilities\Telecom\

GIS_Data\Guam\Utilities\Water\

GIS_Data\Other\CNMI\Imagery\Aerials\
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saipan1_o Aerial photograph of section of Saipan Unknown None - No

saipan2a_o Aerial photograph of section of Saipan Unknown None - No

saipan2b_o Aerial photograph of section of Saipan Unknown None - No

saipan3_o Aerial photograph of section of Saipan Unknown None - No

ROTA_MERGE_UTM Appears to be pan-sharpened IKONOS imagery for
Saipan - but year of imagery is unknown; imagery does
not line up with DRGs or aerials

Unknown None - No

SAIPAN_MERGE_UTM Appears to be pan-sharpened IKONOS imagery for
Saipan - but year of imagery is unknown; imagery does
not line up with DRGs or aerials

Unknown None - No

TINIAN_MERGE_UTM Appears to be pan-sharpened IKONOS imagery for
Tinian - but year of imagery is unknown; imagery does
not line up with DRGs

Unknown None - No

L14214A6 Digital raster graphic for Rota Unknown None - No

L14214G3 Digital raster graphic for Tinian Unknown None - No

L15214A2 Digital raster graphic for Saipan Unknown None - No

Beach Beaches in Palau Unknown None No No

Coral Coral habitat in Palau Unknown None No No

GIS_Data\Other\CNMI\Imagery\Ikonos\

GIS_Data\Other\CNMI\Topography\Land\DRGs\

GIS_Data\Other\Palau\Biology\Marine\Habitat\
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EF_Habitats Benthic habitat data for Palau - origin unknown Unknown None No No

ef_habitats_clean_new Cleaned up version of EF_Habitats Unknown None No No

Mecherchar_Ngeruktabel_
Benthi_Habitat_Data

Layer file for benthic habitat data for Mecherchar and
Ngeruktabel developed for Dr. Mark Tupper's Essential
Fish Habitat mapping project - final version

1/3/06 Complete No No

Mecherchar_Ngeruktabel_
Benthi_Habitat_Data

Benthic habitat data for Mecherchar and Ngeruktabel
developed for Dr. Mark Tupper's Essential Fish Habitat
mapping project - final version

1/3/06 Complete No No

Ngeraard_Channel_Benthic _
Habitat_Data

Layer file for benthic habitat data for Ngeraard Channel
developed for Dr. Mark Tupper's Essential Fish Habitat
mapping project - final version

1/3/06 Complete No No

Ngeraard_Channel_Benthic_
Habitat_Data

Benthic habitat data for Ngeraard Channel developed for
Dr. Mark Tupper's Essential Fish Habitat mapping project
- final version

1/3/06 Complete No No

NW_Babel_Benthic_Data Benthic habitat data for northwest Babeldoab developed
for Dr. Mark Tupper's Essential Fish Habitat mapping
project

2005 None No No

reef_patch Unknown Unknown None No No

rf_hole2 Unknown Unknown None No No

rf_hole Unknown Unknown None No No

Rock_Islands_Benthic_Data Benthic habitat data for Rock Islands developed for Dr.
Mark Tupper's Essential Fish Habitat mapping project

2005 None No No

Palau_benthic_habitat Benthic habitat data for Palau - origin unknown Unknown None No No

NW_Babel_Benthic_Data Benthic habitat data for northwest Babeldoab developed
for Dr. Mark Tupper's Essential Fish Habitat mapping
project - converted to features class in order to clean up

2005 None No No

Rock_Islands_Benthic_Data Benthic habitat data for Rock Islands developed for Dr.
Mark Tupper's Essential Fish Habitat mapping project -
converted to feature class in order to clean up

2005 None No No

GIS_Data\Other\Palau\Biology\Terrestrial\Vegetation\
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Mangroves Mangroves Unknown None No No

Marsh Marsh area Unknown None No No

Nonveg Unknown Unknown None No No

Veg Vegetation Unknown None No No

Wetlands Wetlands Unknown None No No

aimelik Boundary of aimelik state Unknown None No No

airai Boundary of airai state Unknown None No No

angaur Boundary of angaur state Unknown None No No

hatohobei Boundary for Hatohobei state Unknown None No No

kayangel Boundary for Kayangel state Unknown None No No

koror Boundary for Koror state Unknown None No No

melekeok Boundary for Melekeok state Unknown None No No

ngaraard Boundary for Ngaraard state Unknown None No No

ngarchelong Boundary for Ngarchelong state Unknown None No No

ngardmau Boundary for Ngardmau state Unknown None No No

Ngaremlengui Boundary for Ngaremlengui state Unknown None No No

ngatpang Boundary for Ngatpang state Unknown None No No

ngchesar Boundary for Ngchesar state Unknown None No No

ngiwal Boundary for Ngiwal state Unknown None No No

peleliu Boundary for Melekeok state Unknown None No No

GIS_Data\Other\Palau\Boundaries\Political\
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sonsorol Boundary for Melekeok state Unknown None No No

bdry_line Boundaries for states on Babeldaob Unknown None No No

ca_line Conservation area lines Unknown None No No

ca_names Conservation area names Unknown None No No

ca_poly Boundaries of conservation areas Unknown None No No

Shoreline Shoreline (polygon) for Palau Unknown None No No

shoreline_gcs Shoreline (polyline) for Palau Unknown None No No

Hist_sites Historic site boundaries Unknown None No No

pel_prk_ndry Possibly boundary for Peleliu National Historical Park Unknown None No No

drg_label Labels for digital raster graphic for Palau Unknown None No No

Koror_lab Placename labels for Koror Unknown None No No

GIS_Data\Other\Palau\Culture\Historic_Sites\

GIS_Data\Other\Palau\Culture\Placenames\

GIS_Data\Other\Palau\Boundaries\Shoreline\

GIS_Data\Other\Palau\Boundaries\Conservation_Areas\
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Fault_Lines Fault lines Unknown None No No

Soil_NAD83 Soils Unknown None No No

Lake Lakes Unknown None No No

River Rivers Unknown None No No

s_wshed Southern watershed Unknown None No No

Streams Streams Unknown None No No

Wshed watershed Unknown None No No

east_koror_pansharp Pansharpened IKONOS image clipped to east Koror
(year unknown)

Unknown None - No

mosaic_natural_balanced Natural-balanced IKONOS mosaic Unknown None - No

mosaic_nir_balanced Near-infrared-balanced IKONOS mosaic (year unknown) Unknown None - No

nw_babel_pansharp Pansharpened IKONOS image clipped to northwestern
Babeldoab (year unknown)

Unknown None - No

overview Unknown Unknown None - No

palau_pan_sharp Pansharpened IKONOS mosaic (year unknown) Unknown None - No

rock_islands_pansharp Pansharpened IKONOS image clipped to Rock Islands
(year unknown)

Unknown None - No

GIS_Data\Other\Palau\Geomorphology\

GIS_Data\Other\Palau\Hydrography\

GIS_Data\Other\Palau\Imagery\IKONOS\
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palau_bgr Landsat image of Palau (year unknown) Unknown None - No

Ocean_Mask Ocean mask layer for Palau Unknown None No No

Rock_Islands_Study_Area Study area in rock islands for EFH mapping project Unknown None No No

cont_10m 10-meter contours Unknown None - No

dem_nad83 Digital elevation model for Palau Unknown None - No

nad83_hlshd Digital elevation model of Palau with hillshade Unknown None - No

LO6225G5 Georectified USGS Topo Map of section of Palau Unknown None - No

LO7225A3 Georectified USGS Topo Map of section of Palau Unknown None - No

LO7225A5 Georectified USGS Topo Map of section of Palau Unknown None - No

LO7225E3 Georectified USGS Topo Map of section of Palau Unknown None - No

GIS_Data\Other\Palau\Misc\

GIS_Data\Other\Palau\Imagery\IKONOS\

GIS_Data\Other\Palau\Topography\Land\DRGs\

GIS_Data\Other\Palau\Topography\Land\DEM\

GIS_Data\Other\Palau\Topography\Land\Contours\
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LO7225G3 Georectified USGS Topo Map of section of Palau Unknown None - No

bathymetry Bathymetry Unknown None - No

Airprt Airports Unknown None No No

Cmpct_Rd Compact road Unknown None No No

Roads Roads Unknown None No No

fib_optic Unknown Unknown None - No

GIS_Data\Other\Palau\Topography\Marine\Contours\

GIS_Data\Other\Palau\Transportation\

GIS_Data\Other\Palau\Utilities\Telecom\


